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FRONTISPIECE 
JOSEPH FOUCHE',1 DUC d TOTRANTE
%mi:h
Drawn by Mrs. Erna Purrier from a portrait of Fouche 
by Gelyn.
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The project undertaken is essentially the tracing
of the development of the Napoleonic police system under
the direction of Napoleon5 s great Police Minister, Joseph
Feuche • A hy^ protoct of the research and ultimate writing
of this paper appeared in a growing appreciation for the
importance of institutions* as opposed to personalities*
in the development of history*
In the interests of clarity., a statement mat he made
regarding a term meed in this thesis* The term "counter**
police^  cm designate two different units. The police
units created by Napoleon to oppose hie Police .Minister were
consistently referred to hy historians as counter-police.
However,. Napoleon aim created a suit whose name embodied
•the term Connter^ policef the Oeunier^ pelie© of the Palace*
Therefore, in the tort of this project, the counter-police
mi.he mill he differentiated. from the specific unit, the
Counter-police of the Palace, hy the capitalisation of the
latter term.* Although the usage of the two terms necessitates
'the foregoing explanation* the %em counter-police, referring
to the opposition police* appeared so consistently in sources
consulted, that it. seemed necessary to utilize the commonly
accepted title for these units*
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CHAPTSR I
THE SETTING
The French police, prior to the advent of Napoleonic 
rule, existed aa a disorganized. Ineffectual conglomeration 
of semi-independent bodies, an efficiently-operating force 
m  the surface, lack of definitely-drawn lines of authority 
and responsibility caused duplication of effort said blurred 
jurisdictional rights. Such lack of clearly-defined duties 
put the several branches of Who police at cross-purposes and 
largely negated the possibility of efficient operation, such 
a condition was typical Of Bourbon Institutions, and, at 
least' with reference to the police*' continued during the 
Revolution.
Under the monarchy, supreme authority In police mat­
ters lay with the King.1 in- Paris, however, maintenance of 
public order depended upon the Commissaires of the Chdtelet 
Of Paris, 'the Lieutenant-General of police, and tide police 
bureau of the Hdtel do Ville.2 the efficiency of these in-
1 titutl*1 3^ * 6te,;' Pra^°g Centurvi^Its
fngar Publishing Co.? 1^63 K  *IlS?8 Hereafter cited as LaCrolx,
France in the Eighteenth Century.
henceforth, the Commissaires of the Ch&telet of Paris
will bo referred to as the Commissaires, while the police
bureau of the Hdtel do 'Villa will be called the bureau.
3*
stitutlons suffered greatly because no attempt had been made 
to establish any separation of jurisdiction. This situation 
led to rivalry and agitation between the three divisions.3
The commissaires participated in the conduction of 
criminal matters.- They handled such affairs as mob violence, 
treasonous: plots,' and offenses against public morals* in 
this latter capacity,.the Commissaires regulated plays, 
art* the morals of the clergy, and anything else which might 
be ". * . contrary to religion, to the state* and to good 
morale**”' This unit also investigated reports submitted to 
the police by doctors m 4 barbers who had treated wounds of 
various kinds J hunted vagabonds end bums» prevented the for­
mation of unauthorized associations and clubs, and* by so 
doing, effectively regulated the "accepted" line of activity 
which an average French citizen ml^it pursue.
A 'Second royal polios force existed under the direc­
tion of a Lieutenant-General of Police. The Lieutenant- 
General, treated by an edictodf March, 1667, fulfilled two 
functional he represented tae law as a magistrate, and he 
represented the government as an 'administrator* Because the 
Lieutenant-General fulfilled both a judicial post- and m
JEdmond Sellgman. iiS justice go. FpnoeP^dgnt w
(2 will Faris* if Oit*# ix$ewmsaem*
liltmmfclf®i) * I» U.d Hereafter aitad at Seligiaan* La
IggHgad ; All material la this chapter# mlsss
a&aSSse no tat# is fakaa fimt ]& ffmstlseu I# ***450.
administrative one, his powers enabled him to pass sentence 
upon individuals for crimes, as well as to provide for their 
apprehension.5 chiefly concerned with civil matters, the 
Lieutenant-General received the assistance of the Commls- 
salres of the Ch&telet in the discharge of any criminal 
duties*: A royal appointee, he oftentimes received his 
appointment as a result of his tractabllity, court experi­
ence, and policed manners, rather than by virtue of 
qualities more fitted to the satisfactory discharge of his 
duties,: such as: honesty and preparation for police work.
The Lieutenant-General of Police vied with the other 
police organizations, particularly the police bureau of the 
Hdtel de Villa, for control of the largest share of BOilee 
jmMsitetjomh The blimteaanb*Generai nmu&k# bested his 
rivals- m m m m  he enjoyed the stippori tk* repsi pffii#
meat* He obtained his instructions by means of a weekly • 
'rlslb to feri&tilea where he met with the King,s Ministers 
and resetwl their orders. His assess to court proeided 
him with taowledge of Court desires and attitudes which Ms 
rlimia'did -met possess#
The'-bnreabt represented the third major division of 
the joiioe of the The bureau concerned itself
%@r a concise hi story of the Lieutenant-General in 
Franc# -from Its oreatlon. In 166^  until the suppression of the 
office in 17i#» see Marcel Leciftre* Hlstoire de 1ft :fol.ie# 
(Pari si Presses Thiiversltaires /de FriEie7i9W)> t3~io. r 
Hereafter cited as LeClIre# Hiatolre.
ihe Lleutensiat^ ene:tol reieEwd the' assistance of the 
Criminal Lieutenant of folio# in the discharge of his duties 
relating to apprehending and sentencing criminals-
with 2aatt@r& re&attug to trade* transportati on of products, 
ant civil disputes relating to trade natter* in fait a* fh# 
jurisdiction. of this particular branch of law enforcement m *  
tmAed.;%:-offea**9 which occurred on »* ♦ * the batiks, the 
ports and' on * * » ^h§7 tributaries*1^  of the seine.* the 
fregite of merchants headed the 'bureau* fhis provost* map-* 
posedly elected by the members of the bureau?s staff* In 
actuality received his appointment from the Kins*
Within the city of Paris* therefore* three police 
forces attempted to administer justice and enforce 1he laws 
of France* to# rivalry between these forces .hampered police 
effectiveness to such, an extent that toe police did not act 
with vigor against mobs engaging in food riots during to# 
early stages-of the Be volution, in this case* actual organ!* 
gatlemal failures combined with self**lnter#si t# limit police, 
action* toe police* unwilling to oppose toe "riots” because 
they opposed toe newiy**fostered free trade In grain* believed 
that if toe people succeeded in convincing toe King tout he 
should suspend free trade, toe police would* once again* 
realise their income from toe supervision of .toe markets* a 
recognised source of substtotlal funds for toe .polio# person** 
nel. .this source of revenue ceased* of course, with toe in* 
troduotion of free trad# of grain*? Although toe police
6sell0aan, J& £ifMSt« I» 1«*
7Saul K. Padover. Th& Life and Death Qt Louis XVI 
(Londons Alvin Bednan, 1963), 78. ' Hereafter eltad as 
Padover, Louis XVI.
5originally failed to oppose, vigorously, the French people 
to toeix pretest against the law, when they did attempt such 
o^oeitlOh' to 170f*. they demomsbmbed their inability to 
oope with 'the protracted violence of toe Parisian mob#*® 
faxl# represtoted the most complicated situation In 
toj^ lloatioh of police duties, for, to other cities within 
franc#* ;fto# multiplicity of polio# assignments did not 
exist* in these areas* a l4iemtenant»0eneral exercised all 
polio# power* this arrangement established »* , * only one 
organization of the police comparable to that of the capital, 
* * * ■im- * *■ *'■ ■/&**$ deoarteent/17^  n$ such an rnmmm** 
mmt freed toe police from to# diverting necessity to defend 
their powers and rights from possible encroachment by rival 
polio# toil#* to# provtoOial polio# units still exercised 
judicial power# similar to those of their Parisian counter* 
part#*: tot benefited from to# singnlarity of their respond 
siMltCi##*
to# main difficulty of the french police, under the
monarchy, naturally stemmed ifrom toe intense rivalry which
developed between division#* as a result of
* , . the multiplicity of Jurisdictions* the absence 
of legal determination of powers, and personal 
Interests of officers who possessed indictments 
which they sold at high prices* and to which they 
endeavored to enlarge to# sphere of activity.
8m d .. 157.
%allgman, la Justice. I, 1** 
10m d .. 10.
6The difficulties and Internal strife in the French police 
force continued without apparent Improvement until the out* 
break of the strife which heralded the commencement of the
levoMileh*
fhe outbreak of the Revolution caused a vast change 
in the structure of the police* the people began to protest 
against the unrestrained powers of the police and* as a 
result* measures were taken to insure the separation of 
judicial-and aiministrative polio# functions and* in this 
manner* redress the evils of the existing organisation.* 
Accordingly, in 1?89# the government added the 
duties of the'old lAewtemmt-Seneral of police to Mice# of 
.itiel de Villa. end chafed the nan#' of thla .Institution 
to the Municipality of Farla* The y evolutionalries* as an 
integral part of police re-organisation* limited the judicial 
powers of the Frev&te. The changes introduced confined: 
prevotal justice to purely penal matters and effectively cur­
tailed the powers of that office* later* in March of 179#* 
the Constituent Assembly insisted that howls XVI dispense 
with prevotal justice entirely* Im accordance with this 
r^efuest*^  the King-.aqgUiesced by suspending prevotal justice 
by a decree of September 6-7* 1?9#*^
In their frantic efforts to secure justice in France* 
the revolutionairies initiated yet another change. This
11Prevotal justice was re-established under the first 
Empire and under the Bourbon restoration government. It 
last appeared under the Second Empire.
7pl&e&d Wm Gommiss&ires of the Ch&telet under the 
mn&mi #f bh# Grimiiml ^ ie^ tetiaht»^  ^m immm #ubbr&ins&« 
of tftwr %0kmMmm^^memt^ of FoXi##*^ ther then provided 
im the taMMtfesr of the GsHtmlhiiX MMtataat** p M n  *» the 
©Ietffet o f A f t e r  the re^ organimfclon of X789, 
therefor#* the Mebrie-ts# rather than the Li eutenant^ General, 
aetuAXly ;regittatet XoeaX poXiee activity* srem the policing 
■of #ie' afreet# of the eitie# depended upon the eiti.#Ns*i# of 
the Bisbriefcs* who eerved a# a type of militia. ApimrehbXy* 
the militia nee made up of citizens of the Mstriot# proha* 
bly m m m M  W  Matriet offteiaX# prior to a&mlttanee. the 
member# of Wm eld royal foree# Joined this militia* ihie 
e^itieem was ehay&ed with the responeiMlity of
gaaranteeiiii the safety of the street#* Gititen direotton 
of polio# work boded no good for the Interior tranquillity 
of France, since the average French eiiimm possessed little 
practical knowledge regarding the dlreotlon of a police sys- 
tern, and. direction from a higher level mas not forthcoming.
The peoples' Intense desire to free themselves from 
arbitrary police action produced conditions nearly as 
'Chaotic as those extant prior to the fievolutlon. The French,
■12supra.. 3, Footnote 5*
■*•3The office of the Lieutenant-General apparently 
disappeared with the assignment of his posers to the Munici­
pality of Paris..
^Tbe District was a territorial division, .generally 
referring to the grouping of communes together for adminis­
trative purposes.
tmmgeO to m m m &  in to#!* reterms am fm as the 
separation at pal&aa pmere mm eeneearned, taw W  toe reforms 
of i?89t ”$he admini stratlve police . . * entrusted to
i . ' " '
the municipalities eat the contested matters /^ Legal business^ 
of the police ^ as entrusted to the justices of the peace."3^  
In accordance with this change, the Justices of the peace 
handled security matters with the aid of the gendarmerie.3-^
A distinction had finally been made between Judicial and se­
curity police. Unfortunately, although the reform# differen­
tiated between Judicial and administrative duties* they
4 v
failed-t©. remedy the pathetic police situation* Effectiveness
of police units varied under the revised system, and the
*
p©H«\wifcfc #tto#3? meriy active, interfering in matters
whioh shotiLd not Imre 'omoemml. them, or* they &lvore©<t them** 
selves 'mm^ letely tmm any or at to#
mmOiMemm of to# oommn -people* the latter oharge appltot*
to toe pistriot polio# witts* tolefe* r m  W  
&$#<&' -m^eoteO toe difficulties of toe eormon *£t&#
mn to m  mm. greater extent thm oto otoer hmmhea*
- ‘ • *
*fhe various revolutionary governments made severed 
more attempts to rectify the situation* In duly of 1791* 
the incumbent revolutionary .government provided for the
-^sellgman, !& Justice, I, 199*
^The gendarmerie was a quasi-military branch of 
police whoeeresponsiDlllties involved the safeguarding 
of the interior tranquillity ©f Prance, fhelr scope and 
duties were to be broadened under the Consulate and Empire, 
after they virtually•dlsappeared during the Revolution.
fof a municipal police force fm farls* fhle 
municipal force possessed general responsibility for main**
the gevsrmemb alee created* top a decree of 
fee aipio ''fofloi* a branch polio# unit* fee correctional 
police*..'Co lo charged wife. fee duty of. thwarting petty 
orimoov-ii^Ml society* . MtlMoioll?* fee- justices of fee 
peace:,received respmsibility to provide for fee effective 
epeimilem.of correctional peiles*
:.■• such addition to* and changes im*; fee police struct 
Cure of Franco merely added to the means for esCabLlshing a 
workable systemi they did hot guarantee that such changes 
ito^ O-proiUoe the results desired* the aisjuetmeute failed 
to me^ e mdespread improvements im the system* for* although 
©aoh saeeeetimg gevermmsmi benefited from tee mistakes of 
the previous mm* the internal police of Francs still rep~ 
resented a. vastly Inadequate organisation* the main failure 
of fetch was a lash of central control.
In 1791# feem* m  a result Of fee previously-sketehed 
Changes* police operatioms im France depended upon four 
relatively independent branches*- fee mtmielpal police#' fee 
correctional police* fee criminal police* and., fee eemetliu* 
tiemal police* fee. last hranch* fee constitutional police* 
represented an internal, administrative division In feat it 
referred to fee powers exercised by a superior officer over 
a subordinate In fee daily detailing of police duties* rather 
than to a branch of police which dealt directly wife fee 
public*
fee aforementioned arrimgement continued in France
until 12 Mivdse fear If (2 December 1795)* By a decree of
feat date*: fee government of France established fee Minis-
try of:;FOlice»/ fee decree creating fee Ministry stipulated
feat fee institution should be responsible fori;
*-■■* . fee execution of laws relative, to fee police* 
fe , fee security* and t# fee interior tranquillity 
of fee. lepublici the prnmmmM Motional Guard# fee 
legion of police and. fee service of fee gendarmerie 
for everything relative to fee maintenance of febile 
orderi: fe# slicing of prions* hMmi of detention*, 
of -Jails* and of mmxlmm security prigenei fee re* 
presslon of begging and vagabondage *1*
fee eafeUJUdWMmt of a Ministry of Folios provided fee frame-* 
work for a much-needed central power to oversee fee actions 
and duties--of fee various wmmftmw of fee fm m M  police*- 
fefortiMi^ ely*- however* fee remedy proved’to be more appar­
ent than toil*, the men appointed to fee office of Minister 
of police proved to be *** * * obscure* timid* or hon­
est*. * *' ***^® therefore* aXfeeu#* fee fbxmablon of fee Min-' 
isbry- provided fee means for fee central control which was 
clearly ■ lacking* as a result of ministerial incapabilities*
. ^ Bulletin dee Lois do la Bexsubllcue Franoaise* B* H* 
Id*' #pt* j^wlWslzelrEfit pel®S5xW5TT^WIe$ 2* X, 
X3-X.fi Hereafter cited as Bulletin des Lolsi Louis Madelin, 
Fouchf-ft volsi farisi Olui l e e * I*
SSvSErter cited as Matelin* Fouohe*
this-was fee first such Ministry in France* fee 
Constitution of fee fear XXX* which was never accepted* had 
made preliminary provision for a seventh Ministry— fee 
police* Jacques Godeehet* Lee Institutions de £§ Frjuiqe spya 
la Revolution at l*Bmplre (Paris* ' Imprimerie dee feiversi-''''"'' 
Hires do Franc#*1 1951)7 bOk* Hereafter cited as Godeehofc# 
Lee Institutions*
l8fliuielln, Fouch|, I, 2ft?,
fee esfebllJ^emt of fee Mfeisbpy merely intensified fee 
alit#adr deplorable .situation* the Ministry needed fee 
.preeenoe. of a .foroefali capable* relatively mseruimlous 
fedivldaal -feo would be able t# draw fee lines of authority 
oleaii|r;':;fcrtO' M e  own hands* such a Minister did not appear
.^ Iti^ befi continued to deteriorate throughout fee latter 
179$ t;t ■despite continued changes in fee police structure * 
fee of- fee yevlslfes provided for fee rearrangement of as­
signments within fee Ministry, this change, in 179#, divided 
fee Ministry ■ fete divisions of commerce# health, and high­
ways* surreillance and security* morals and opinions* and#' 
cowimications. ^9 fee revision# which was an attempt to 
tailor' fee Ministry to fit more realistically fee needs of fee 
French state* did not remedy fee basic necessity for concerted 
direction* fe meet this need# the government, in l?97» es­
tablished fee office of fee secretary General.* fee introduc­
tion of fee Secretary Generalship should, ideally* have 
presented 'fee Minister Of Police wife fee means of further 
centralising fee control of fee Ministry* in administrative 
official* fee Secretary General*# responsibilities included 
fee handling: of proposals, fee routing of inter-bureau com- 
municatione, fee briefing of fee Minister of Police On matters 
which required his immediate attention* regulation of fee 
records of fee Committee of public Safety* and‘attention to
the routing and analysis of communications.20 Despite the 
establishment of this new office end although the Ministry once 
more underwent re-orgamlzation, the overall ineffectiveness 
T®M&'Xn&& OnohamgS&e
TJx® reorganisation of the Ministry of Polie# ©ooasionod 
hr the -ftoxwtf&tai of the Secretary amoral ship reduced the 
jnmher of divisions within the Ministry to three* The Minis* 
try xiow ©toileted of* Cl) & division ©oncemed with eoweree* 
health# Mtoeeye* ©ouhterf ©1 ting* and the organisation of 
mooli# force©! (2) a division e^oemet with ©eeerltyt and 
(3) a division charged with handling Matters concerning the 
©migri©;# Of these three# the. security division was divided 
■into two. seoti^t# to© of which was eemeemed with the ©©eat*# 
ity of Baris* the- other see lion* with the rest of Frame© 
this haste structur© provided toe frameworh for efficient op# 
©ration* tot what toe ©yaiem ©till lathed was toe necessary 
catalyst of a ietefMteed# eapahl# Minister# flie Ministry ao* 
paired ©aeti m  imdividtoi with toe appointment of Joseph 
Feuehl in July of 1799*^ Fortunately, or mfortonately* for
  is date of Feuch©1© appointment differs according
to toe ©tore# oonsaitedt. 20 July 17ft is given fcy toedl# M« 
*tod#3Wtoe* Mmoleon l*fe»
1 #  p:
sited as Blame*
vix
Femeh^* himself* gives 31 duly 1799 as toe 
mast* . Joseph Fouche, Otoe of Otranto*
Ier* M^eito^gifas. 2^ Thermldor rear
of his appoint# 
&... * ‘Frans» from the French (2 vox s $ 'ion#
, 1696). I* xxix. Hereafter cited as Fouche,dent H» S.
Lefebvre gives 2* July 1799 as the date of the ap- 
Georgea Lefebvre, Tim
Prance.* Feuohl possessed the attributes necessary to-make 
lila m  inadsniably oble and successful Mlmister of Police*
. Knowing Ms special talents# Bireeteya Barras#' Siey^ s* 
ant falleyysnds3 appointed him because they hat decided -that 
the 3$mMm element of Prance must he brought to heel, Fouche 
represented the tool by which they intended be accomplish
At the 'time of Fouchlis appointment to the Ministry# 
the lii&irteir of police possessed little actual control mrm 
hie Ministry* ■ Bemerally* feueh©*s predecessors had succeeded 
one another In such rapid succession^ S tjhat none of them had 
been really aware of their lack of control' #rer their suber~ 
dimabee* ■ as a result of previous Ministers* failure to direct
latte_♦ frame* hr dahn Hall staaart and Raises Fri* 
si Mew forki Columbia University Press#. %9(
2 Hereafter cited as Lefebvre* the
^Harold Kurta* P^ouchS#* History today.,: xxx (October*. 
Ifdi>, #?* Hereafter cited as Kurts* BfouShe,«
Paul Barras was an ex^nobleman active In. the Hevolutlom 
Abbe Smmanuel^Joseph Sieyls u s  a member of the Constituent 
Assembly, the Convention, >the Council of 50U and he later he** 
came one of the Consuls under the provisional consulate# - 
Chaile.s*^ gurice ralleyramd^Plrlgord had. been, a member of the 
Constl'tuent Assembly# end was to be satire as Minister of For** 
elpi Affairs^ isider Bonaparte,
^%ils Foresail,
Anna Harwell (Hew foils* Frederick A, Stokes Company, 1$28>*
* Hereafter cited mm Foresail, Fouche,
■ ^ por mttqplsy .in leesidor fear f# '.Cltieen Lenoir** 
Larouche mm .named Minister of Police: (Bulletin■ das Lois,
B# 135, #1316* m  Messi&or fear v Jto ^ uly wSaTT Hries 2,
2#) he was replaced by Cltisen Boltin 10 days later* 
Bulletin dee Lois, B* H# 135# #1323#" 8 'fhermldor fear V
* ■aeries 2# xv* 5# •
the police, many of the duties and responsibilities of the 
Police Minister had been usurped by the Directors, For ex* 
ample, the secret police reported to the Individual Directors 
Instead of to the Minister of Police, Many of the Individ- 
uals employed by the Ministry possessed unsavory reputations 
and few other qualities to recommend them as police person* 
nel. ^
Fouche left no doubt that he Intended to change the 
existing state of affairs in the Ministry, His attitude 
toward the duties of the, Minister of Police differed from 
the relatively indifferent attitudes of his predecessors*
He did not subscribe to the large degree of decentralisation 
prevalent in the police system; In contrast, he *• , , felt 
that all the powers and abilities of a minister must be 
absorbed in the high police; the rest might safely be left to 
the chefs de bureau*1*^ ? indicative of hie attitude concern­
ing the importance of the position occupied by the Minister 
of Police was hie statement that he
, # * alone should be judge of the political state 
of the interior# and that spies and secret agents 
should be considered as indications and Instruments 
often doubtfult . , * Mg? felt that the high 
police was not administered by memorials and long 
reports; * * * for example, that the minister 
should place himself in contact with the men of
Fletcher Pratt, ffhe Empire and the Glorvs Mapoleon 
Bonaparte: 1000-1806 {Mew STow: william 'Sloan Associates, 
XncTTlfW)# l5o-S7T^  Hereafter cited as Pratt, Ihe Empire
amar*
2?Fouche, Memoirs* 1, 57*
is
greatest Influence, over all opinions and doc­
trines, and over the superior classes of society.28
Although the newly-appointed Minister held the afore* 
mentioned lofty ideals, he 'realized that-he would he unable 
to correct all of the abuses within M s  Ministry immediately. 
Although completely aware that his chefs do bureau acted 
without much regard for anything but their own wishes, he 
limited his-reforms and moved slowly in an attempt to pre- 
vast mors, and reduce, if possible# discord within M s  Minis*
- In some areas, however, the now Minister moved with 
foroeand determination. as part of his offers to gather 
control of all aspects of the polios, he insisted that the 
prefecture of Parls3° be plaeed directly under M s  control* 
Although he possessed very limited funds^l for the operation 
of M s  police force, Fouche acquired necessary oapltal by . 
Inducing those engaged in vice to "* . * contribute to the
IMS-** 58. According to Louis Madelin# Pouehe at* 
tempted to combine, in M s  own hands, ". . « the powers, 
rights, prerogatives, orders and conducts of the old Lieu* 
tenant of Polios of the eighteenth century and of the 
Committee of Fublio Safety and General Security of the fear 
II,« Madelin, Fouchd. I, 451.
2^ Fouche, WfMatw*. I, 57,
An Item In thekonlteur of this period stateds "Many 
changes are mads by FOuone In the bureaus of M s  ministry," 
Konlteur. t5 Broraaire Year till (16 November 1799), XXI,
WWTWB*
■ 3°The prefecture of Paris was not established until 
I860,-' At this time it was# officially# the Bureau Central. 
Fouche,-Memoirs, X, 57-
•M
Ibid., In the Year VII# under the Directory, the 
polios budget was 1,100,000 franca, Madelin* Fouche. I* 481.
safety of the state**3^  France had, at last*' aoipiFed a 
Minister of Folios able to meet and defeat criminal forces 
on their owl ground* and* with their own money* largely 
wmowhered by serupiee* or by deluslems of political ley* 
alty* the. new Minister of Felloe proceeded to do his duty 
at ha .saw it* Fouehl* a veteran of the lelgn of ferror* 
reooghixed political loyalty in France for Wat it was**-a 
fali#03N**w& he paid scant attention to it* except as it 
salted his purpose* ■ throughout his career as French Minister 
of police*
FMWffs reform program began on 3 Jyagmst l?ff with 
the announcement of his intention to settle affairs in 
franc# by stopping political., murders* treasonous actions and 
operations of foreign agents within France *33 He attempted 
the re^organimtion of the French police with three objectives 
in .mindi protection, for his own position and welfare.!^  pro* 
mention of the economic upheaval which he felt would mark a 
Bourbon restoration! and: prevention of internal revolts* 
such as Woe# in the ?endi#*33
3%am#S 1* fhosipsom* Napoleon Bonauarte (Mm fork*: 
Oxford T&tiversity Frees* 193lT*": I H • fierearier cited as
.siMwm* MmsMm*
^FOrsseli# Fouche. 100.
In. We procesFor his reorganisation* seventeen com**' 
miesioriers of the polio# were dismissed in Paris,alone* 
Moniteur. 5 Mlvise Xear Vlli (Z6 Beoember Iff9)* Kl* §95*
yhti ■ '■
^%ouchi had been an active participant in the Beiga 
of ferror* He hoped to protect himself from possible politic 
eal retriWtlon for his past actions*
35Fouchs, Memoirs, I, 60.
L ” """.... ......
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In accordance with his avowed objectives ant the 
wishes of the Directors# Fouche moved to suppress Journals 
and political .seoietioe unfavorable to the incumbent govern- 
meat* He Justified this action as being necessary in order 
to ,f. . * render any dangerous coalition against the execu­
tive government totally impossible*11^  After obtaining the 
Directory* s ^ emission to limit the license of journals and 
to control societies*^ he suppressed eleven journals, both 
Jacobin and loyalist * fh# action met with some popular 
disapproval* and some of the French agitated for the suppres­
sion of the Ministry of Felloe.People tended to fear the 
re-establi sbmeat of a strong' police force as a threat to 
their freedom*
Fouche* a forces dosed both 'the Manege Society^ and 
the Jacobin Club^ 0 on 13 August 1?99* Although the actions 
of the police met with high-level opposition* which included 
that of the Council of Five Hundred*^ and the Minister of 
War* Charles-Jeam Bernadette#**2 the Directory# particularly 
Sieyfs,^ 3 supported Fouche* s activities*
^ersteil,: feuohl* 98.
^Bernadette lost his portfolio, through the machine* 
Clems nf Director sieyes* because of his protest against 
Fouchdis actions* Forisell, Fouche* ff *
80-61
3%odeehot
IX* WB$ For ssell
^bid.** 6 *
# Les
^%efehvre* fh# French Revolution. XX v gt8 
^^ Fouche# Memoirs* X, xxx*
Fouehe m m  established it policy which ho mo to 
continue throughout his career**-that of alleviating the eon** 
dlbion# confronting emigres* At this time# he arranged for 
the punitive laws against the emigres* relatives 'to he 
lightened. Sis reasonable attitude toward the emigre* com* 
irlbubed much# In the next decade# toward the gradual m m *  
eepbsmee of those returning* '
fhe measures which Fouohe instituted during his 
Ministry under the Directory marked the beginning of the 
police re-organlzatlon which was to support Napoleonic rule 
in Prance. Eeform measures Introduced by him during the 
three asi one-half month period between his appointment by 
the Directory and Mapol@en*s rise established the. pattern 
which was augmented# continued# and refined under the Consul* 
ate and Bmpife. The master and the Minister combined to 
establish a system which served to guarantee internal peace 
and solidarity for France throughout Fouche*s ministries# and 
beyond.
CHAPfBBt XX
alpha* m s w m  and m m s m n  
m m  til# opposition of toe other tm  Consuls*
Napoleon forced the appointment of Fouohe as .Minister of 
Polio* of the newlr~fo»e<t Consulate* 1# ■ felt that the 
appointment of Fouohe would benefit toe new government hr 
assuring toe support of toe Bevolutionairies.* fhe First 
Consul believed tost Pouched connection with toe Bevolu** 
bleu provided m  advantageous link for to# government* in 
insuring support of toe new regime hr toe people*: and he 
ale# felt that* as a result of Feuehl*# .notions against toe 
Jacobins in 1799* toe Consuls could count on him to keep 
that element in line.^  Sler|s opposed Fouche*s appointment 
on toe grounds that fouohe*'#' reputation was unsavorr and 
would lend * * • v m note of tsmori&itf to the govern* 
mmt * * **3
" '  i  '
August fornier* Napoleon Xy frans. hr Ami# Adams 
(2 vel#f 2nd #d*f New tomTTSngmans* Creen .end Co.* 1912)* 
1* 21%* 2d3* Hereafter sited as'Fournier* Napoleont william 
f§* Sloane* lift M  NaooljBgii Sonasgrte. ■{* volst Sew torkt 
the Oemturr i l l  99. Hereafter sited as Sloane*
%orssell, Pouche. 11^-15,* supra.. 1?. 
%*afcfe* Jtoe ansi ££& *ft .figtt* 6*
Despite the opposition of bis colleagues, Napoleon
continued to. support Fouctal. He answered 31eyes' accusation
*
of Fomoh#*# W  observing that Btmngth ms of
greater necessity la a Polio# Minister than was nicety of 
«* ♦ * moral tens * a .*** Vapelaea also noted that Fouoh#*# 
parbloip&tiom to soma of to# m m  bloody aspects of too soft* 
elution* including beuia ifl»s tooth# would sow# to assure 
too public that 'the now' m m w m m M  would ho favorable to 
change# tftlt by too leveluiien*®
Feuehl*# potential value a# am administrative official
favorably Impressed Mapoleon* too# So believed that
. * * as am executive* # * # ^ f<mchJ7 displayed 
to all their highest development the cpmlities,
toioh are to# peculiar property #f toe Oratory0*** 
too cMm* rational*' almost free^toinking eemeid## 
oration of every question to toe light of pare 
reason*4 diverted alike from passion and from any 
received ideas beyond toe fundamental dogmas.?
Napoleon championed Fouehe’s appointment even though 
h# had not played to outstanding part in the Irumaire com* 
spiraey* toe Minister#' true to Ms own political lights* 
tointalned a miMle^of^toe^read position during .toe period 
of to# couo. He placed himself in a position which, enabled 
him to go .either way***h# could support Bonaparte if he sue**
^xbia. . ?. % n s *
G*»t»z£*» 0*4«* m m  a yellgiuus sect of wtolob 
Joseph Fouohe was a lay member prior to the Revolution. The 
Order was disbanded during to# first days of to# Hevolution.
?pratt, j^g m m m  « t  a t  sisa*lit6*
seeded* huh toe could also arrest the conspirators and plead 
ignorance of the conspiracy if the plot failed*® In essence* 
Fouche maintained the guise of a befuddled Chief of Police 
and remained in the background.9 ho closed Paris when Bona* 
parte went to. St. Cloud, From bis position in Paris* toe 
could either welcome 'Bonaparte*- or lock him out of the dtp; 
depending upon the degree of success attending the projected 
coup d»etat.lQ Pouch#** connection with the plot involved 
his promise to Bonaparte to ". ; * answer for the tranquil­
lity of Paris,''2-1- Bonaparte failed to appreciate Fouche*s 
attempts to isolate and barricade Pari* (he stopped all 
couriers and mail carriers)* for Bonaparte remained completely 
convinced of his Imminent success.12 Be ungratefully dubbed 
Peueb#*# precautions as- **■* . * useless* * . •*’1  ^and totally 
unnecessary.
Ever true to his weather vane politics* as soon as 
the ultimate euocass of the Srumalre coup became apparent. 
Pouch# took steps to insure his position by Issuing.* under 
hie own authority, petitions and bills which stated that the
®Feu6h#* Memoirs, 1.* *****
^Forssell* Fouche. 10k.. 10Ibld.. 109.
^Fomehi* Memoirs. 1; 9?.
According to iefebvre, Fouche was not taken .into the 
conspirators* eonfidenoe,‘ but toe made himself ", , ,' an un­
official accomplice." Lefebvre, The French devolution. XI*
455*
12Forsseli, Fouohe. 10?j Fouche. Memoirs. I* 91.
ilpouch#* Memoirs. X, 91,
#ff#c%IvclF W i i  tot tomes ter & and
p i M M  to# safety of iwvclutteiiayy ehauges* His states , 
mmt& calrnsd the fears a# to# people, gave M m  toe appearance 
cf being a champion Of revolutionary ideals# and bclsbered 
his position* to dismiss Feuehe* after this action m  his 
part#; wcmMhave caused -dissllence white the Sramalrists 
codd 111 afterd*3^
'In addition to the previonely^ mentionet considera* 
tionsf another' element must be mentioned as a factor prompt-* 
teg teutons appotetomt* temtel and Hapclscm needed each 
other*' Bonaparte needed an able police' Minister* and Poach# 
needed toe import of toe- government to rotate toe position 
of promtoenc# teito he- coveted* In addition^  toey held 
similar views te regard'to some questions* . wo# exinaple, to#y 
bcto shared a belief te toe necessity of preserving toe 
Revolution as a counterpoise te a Bourbon restoration*3*5 
although neitoer 'mm particularly liked toe other*' 
each maintained a healthy respect for toe other, of all 
totege* Fouche appreciated coming and. ability to handle 
peeplewHapoleon possessed these qualities te- .abundance*
3%0raa#Hi- Fouohd* Ilk*'
Moniteur*' 20 Brtsaalre tear VJXI <11 November 1799) 
1X1* for on# of Foutol'te messages to toe people*
Fouche became Minister of Folio# by decree of 21 Mas** 
aider tear trill* Builette des Lois* B* 8* #8%* 21 Meeste 
dor Xear VIII (10 SHyTWdTF^slHes k.t 1, '
1^ Ibld.. 121.
This point was to divide the two later, -as Fouch# did 
not sanction Napoleon's war policies because they were not, 
in Pouch#*a view, in agreement with Napoleon's role as the 
protector of the. Revolution. Pcrssell; * "
Fouohe# te his Memoirs* indicated that Napoleon was aware 
that active opposition from Fouche would have caused diffi­
culties for the Brumalre ocmspiraey* let his grudging' admira* 
tiem of. Napoleon*#. manipulation of the situation crept 
through when -ho stated that although Bonaparte realized the 
Police Minister* s powers* .Bonaparte was still w* * * too 
cunning to let me into the secret of his means of execution* 
and. te place himself at the mercy of a single man * * *<l^  
Fouehi' appreciated this course of action because it closely 
approximated the action he might have taken in a similar' situ* 
at ion# Fouche distrusted vulnerability and seemed those who 
opened themselves to it by aspesteg themselves to toe machine** 
tions of ethers* Fouche possessed enemies te number# but he 
neither gave nor asked quarter to his struggles with them*
I# appreciated toe like attitude of toe first Consul*
' toe Minister of toe Napoleonic folios did not regard 
his master as a paragon* On toe contrary* Fouche remained 
fUibe aware of Napoleon*#. short*comings and capitalized upon 
them whenever toe situation allowed it* Fouche refused to 
grovel before Napoleon# but he seldom, crossed his superior 
without careful forethought and planning in toe years before 
toe Russian expedition* le disagreed vehemently with Bona**
^Fouchl* Memoirs*' I, 82.
There is ample evidence to indicate that Fouche was 
well aware of the detaiisoof toe projected coup* His Mem* 
sirs present am obscured picture at this point*
See sloanev Napoleon* 11* lOf-lS* for clarification 
of toe degree of Fouche*e involvement in toe conspiracy*
180220
pert# on tot usually only on those issues where he
was able be defend his position tobisfaetorilr# to#' erne 
major fam oas in his early career cost him Ms ministerial 
'pest end secured tacit banishment from major governmental 
affairs for fouohl* tois disMSMl# in IS#2. taught -Fouto# 
that a minister# even to# powerful foil## Minister could 
not defy Bonaparte*# wishes w&te imi^lby* it ms a lesson 
■which h# 1w m I well -tot recalled#* in to# matters of toe 
divorce ant 'to# war polities which M s  master favored, under
to# lmpirs:*
in addiftem to respecting Napoleon*# authority.
Fouche admired Bonaparte* .$ adroit handling of peoplei none* 
toe lessf ho privately considered tonapart# a deserter tmm 
to# Mmm ef Egypt*3*? Foueh! rtcopiized totojatoie** ability
to direct to# State# He telb^  however^  that Napoleon was 
subject be prejudic#. desire for' vengeance# and tod tendon* 
cies toward despotism#® lie estimation tod admlmtion of 
Ms master was# toertfore# titorally spriMled with common 
sense and awareness of toe situation'*
Mepoleen# to to# other hand# acknowledged toe value of 
Fonohl*# administrative talents* He also realized full well 
to# need for a competent iMividnal to organize M s  Ministry 
of foiioe#^ toil# Napoleon admired Fouchl1# t o
^Fouche,1 Memoirs; ti 77-97.
mcorrectly assessed his Minister*# ambition* toerefore* Bona** 
part# formulated many police programs with the end in view 
of restricting Fouohe*# power* fh# .polio# system of France 
grew in the midst of tit# contest between master- and Minister* 
violation# between fetish# and Hapoleom offered both 
highs and lows during the period# of fouebi*# ministries 
dor Napoleonic rule* toreugheub toe er^ Oratorian1 s minis* 
triesj^ Napoleon and hi# Minister of Folio# quarreled and 
Intrigued against each otosr. Napoleon* upon seising powers - 
hept Fonehl allied to him largely tooams# H* • * toe extent 
iml power of to# revolutionary secret# of which to# Minister 
had mate himself master rendered Itis services indispensable**^  
In spit# of hi# healthy regard for FouchI1# abilities# or 
possihly because of It* lapeleem mistrusted pouebl*# intent 
Moms*' Fouche mate no attempt to heap hi# opinion regarding
polio# actions secret#: and toes# opinions failed to present
*
lapelsem with any measure of reassurance as far a# toe ley**
alty of his amidciont Minister was ##me#rst#t* perhaps- ifapo**
l#oa*s distrust of Fouohe stemmed in part from toe similarity
of toeir decree# Fouche aid Napoleon concerned themselves
primarily with
* * * what may be termed to# political policef toat 
is# t# to# relat&v# slttotlto #f parties#? to dip!©**
^%o«lie served as trench Minister of Folic# from 21 
duly 1799 to 15 aeptrtteer 1802 f lo duly 180t to 3 June 18101 
21 March 1815 to 23 June 18151 and# 7 July 1815 to 15 septet* 
her !§15* During to# majority of his tenure in office*
Fouche served Napoleon* Foresell* Fouchlw I5Q*
F^emoStl:# Mamoly#* I# mmmi.lv
matte intrigues* and te court go self, without * * . 
the smallest aUtilon to the m m  street and high­
way police* for which neither of them oared a 
straw.
Napoleon realized that Fouche was as cognizant as he of the 
power to he gained by the individual who controlled the 
police force# of the country, therefore* in m  attempt te 
limit Fouchefs powers* Bonaparte created numerous units of 
counter-polioe* and divided the policing duties to prevent 
the .Minister from grasping complete control .^ 3
Although Bonaparte evidenced particular concern 
about the Ministry of Police, his division of responsibility 
therein coincided with his policy in regard to the other 
ministries la the Preach government.24 Hapoleon subordln- 
ated all of the ministries to the Council of State* and 
through it* to himself. He detached some duties from vari­
ous ministries by setting up special departments, such as 
the Ministry of Military Affairs in the Ministry of Mar.^
By these actions* Bonaparte hoped to weaken the major minis­
tries. probably hoping that his subordinates would be so
^%aron Pelet dela JCealre* lanoleon in Coy ell, or the
p m m jfrans. by Captain Basil Hall (fondon* Whittaker and Co., 
183?)• tS* Hereafter cited, as Lozere, Nauoleon in Council.
23lbld.. 95-96s Fouche. Ksmolrs. 1, xxxlv.
24A. W. Ward, Or* W, Prothero, Stanley Leathea (•£.},
Cambridge Modem History (32 volsi Mew lerkt $t*e Macmillan 
Co.* lp?)* Vol. IX* Napoleon. 10. Hereafter cited as Ward,
S*
S^rhompson, Napoleon* 165* 26Ward* Hanoi eon. 10.
busy intriguing and contesting against each other that they 
would not hare time to oppose him actively, lie policy proved 
to te remas&ably successful, for only Fouche end fslleyyaad2? 
successfully avoided this ploy and retained their effective*
ness.
Fouche and falleyramd enjoyed remarkable success in 
retaining their appointments while pursuing their own inter* 
eats» For the most part* both ministers learned a great 
deal about the necessity for possessing flexible political 
views and for keeping their own counsel during the Revolution- 
ary purges* Fouche,. from, his experiences during the fervor 
and from the example given by the Convention when it turned 
on Hobespierre, discovered that those who wield obvious power 
do mot necessarily remain in control* le preferred* by this 
time* more subtle means of control,^ Fouche• s technique of 
unobtrusively acquiring control of any situation in which he 
found himself .guaranteed that: he would have numerous enemies.
Bonaparte used Femehe*® enemies to hamper further his 
Minister1® acquisition of power* Louis-Kicolas rmbois* an 
enemy of fowebl*#* received the important appointment as 
Prefect of Pari s. 30 similarly. General Aime-Jean savary
27cterlea«*!auriee de Palleyrand-Perigord acted as 
French Minister of Foreign Relations under tee directory* 
Consulate, and the First Empire* He also was a representative 
at the Congress of Vienna.
^Thompson, Napoleon. 165.
29Forasell, Fouche. 115* 3°Ibid., 150.
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acted at the head of the over
which Feuehl had. no control* fhe saaadaipiffift ililAta wso 
intended to M* .  . control the police of F o u c h e , ”32 or, at 
least to oppose fonohl*a actiene*33 in the matter of ap­
pointments to the opposition units, Bonaparte was coldly 
calculating to insure that no collusion between the new ap­
pointees and Fouche night develop. However, in spite of his 
careful. precautlws#' Bonaparte never completely trusted 
Fouche during the Minister* a tenure in off ice,, and Pouched 
enemies used Bonaparte1© wariness to good purpose* When any 
opportunity to discredit Fouche presented itself, individuals 
with access to Mspoleen made sure that he was aware of Fouche* s 
failing or indiscretion*
To guarantee his ever precarious 'position, Fouche 
maintained careful watch on the activities of his detractors, 
as well as enemies of the State* 4s a result of such vigi­
lance, in Hovember 1600 Fouche uncovered the "Parallel Pam­
phlet Affair.11 the discovery and Judicious handling of this 
potentially explosive document earned Fouche Bensparte*s 
gratitude. The pamphlet. Issued by lucien Bonaparte* urged 
the French to proclaim Bonaparte dictator because he was
femlque "Per: 
Bonnet, Sgv^t*
31Ward. NaBO^ eon. 30 j Infra.. 73, 79. 
32Fouche, Memoirs, I, xliv.
33bq:
QUO (3.8 Mf l Vl  KT» f t ^ F S T l  55 5 1,1 A  ft:
educated ant wealthy and not n * . * of 'the uncivilised
masses*”3^ Lucien sent to all prefects copies of the pam­
phlet, entitled "A temper! eon between taesar* Oromwell, Monic 
and Bonaparte,”35 far distribution to all governmental offi­
cers* 36 £*anoii4 ae<|uired evidence of lueien1s Involvement 
and presented it to the first Consul,37 along with his own 
comments. conceiving the effect which he felt the p a l l e t  
would have.38 fouche also provided Bonaparte with details 
concerning lucien1# mi ©management of his mini stry , and of 
his personal. life*3^  As a result of Fouche1 s diligence, the 
first Consul accepted his brobher,s iraeignatlen from his 
post as Minister of the Interior^ 0 and assigned him to Madrid 
in. a diplomatic capacity*^
3%orssell, fouche* 12?.
3%ouchl^ xn his Memoirs (t9 wm$* reports the title 
as ”Parallel of Cromwellv Konk* and Bonaparte.” Pratt gives 
the 'title as "Parallel among Somspsrb®, eaeasr, Cfromwell and 
Moncht1 Watty jjgg .imolre and the glory, l$t*
3^ pouehe, Memo^. I* 14?. 37IiM-. ****•
®^Porasell. Fouohe, 127* Fouohe, Memoirs. I, 147.
Fouche felt that sneha declaration was premature and would 
adversely affect ionaparte*s popularity, see Pratt, 1 St-56 
for further details m  fouche*s estimate of the situation.
|fe§ lyilrs and the glory. lSk-§&. luciem re­
taliated by accusing Fouche* probably'' <pit® correctly, of ac­
cepting bribes and pay-offs from gambling concerns*
^Fouche, Memoirs. I, xxxv? Forssell, Fouche. 127.
^fouehl* Memoirs. I, it9* Mapoleonfs righteous indig­
nation may have been -dtie to a change of heart brought on by 
Pouchl* s adverse assessment of French reaction, for Fouche 
reports.? in his Memoirs, that he had the copy of the pamphlet
which contained iorSeifions in Bonaparte*® handwriting..*.
Fouchd* Memoirs, J? nanr*
In the process of exposing Luoien Bonaparte1© more 
nefarious activities, Foucbl succeeded in turning the Consul1 s 
brother into a dedicated enemy. The momentarily unshakable 
position which Fouche enjoyed in relation to Bonaparte^ 2 was 
vastly overshadowed by -the long-range animosity which his .ac­
tion garnered, -From, tots time forward, Lucian end Joseph 
Bonaparte collaborated in a dedicated effort to turn Napoleon 
against-his Fella# M:inlster*^ 3
Using his mewly-boistored position, to gain' Bonaparte1ts 
ear,' Fouche mow attempted be make hi# master aware of the 
danger posed te the regime by those individuals on the politi­
cal Bight He attempted to warn Bonaparte that no amalga­
mation of the loyalists and the Bevolutlonalrle s would ever 
be possible* Me felt that the old regime could never be sat­
isfied with its drastically reduced position under the new* 
Bonaparte, refused to accept this view since it was diametric­
ally opposed to hi# own belief*^ 5 this difference of atti­
tude formed the basis for the split which cost Fouche hi# 
Ministry*
After Foueh! had incurred the First Consul*#.dis­
pleasure by espousing unpopular opinions, he further discred­
ited himself by intriguing with Talleyrand. Frier to lucien
p^jfatt, JSss SSSiSS JS£ SHI SBftSt* 156*
^Fouohe. Memoirs. I, xxxlli.
; ^Porsaell, Fouche. 184, 
k5Pratt. £he ggglSg £g& the Glorg. 156-5?.
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lonaparie’s resignation from the Ministry of interior* Talley** 
rand, Fouche, ant Client de His, an ex~Senator, allied to 
to what they could to prevent taeien. from succeeding Bona**- 
parte in the event of the First consol** death* They chose* 
as possible Consular candidates#, the. Marquis, lsyie*»Joseplt 
LaFayette, a liberal monarchist, and the Minister of War* 
Lazare Carnot, an ©z-Jacobin.^6 the incident came to Napo- 
Icon's attention throng the discovery of a conspiracy to 
assassinate him. Ti&leyrand probably engineered this 
apparent assassination attempt against Bonaparte with the 
intention of' discrediting fomehi# who ms becoming too power* 
ful to suit the foreign: Minister, The plot failed*^ ? When 
the first Consul discovered fouebl ant Talleyrand's aetivi** 
ties* Talleyrand managed to extricate himself and avoid the 
Consular wrath* Femehl*1 however* found himself to be less* 
fortunate. He attempted to salvage his position by Issuing 
a statement in the Momltenr to the effect that the police 
had discovered the conspiracy and that its object had not 
been the assassination of Bonaparte but the discreditatlon 
of the polio* as reactionairies*^ ® napoleon** displeasure 
forcedthe resignation of Carnot* and hie resignation gave 
Fouche a scapegoat, Bonaparte* however, was disgusted with 
Fouche1 & role in the whole proceeding*^
frfrciayu* 101*,02» %%§|£*V 153»
**8lbld. Pratt maintains that the plot was Intended t©
dlseredit'the Jacobins as well at Fouche,
^ihia.. 1Q4,
Wmm this point forward# relations between Foaeh© ant 
the First Consul steadily deteriorated. Fouche continued to 
solidify and build a trustworthy police system, hut Iona-* 
pant© regarded Fouche1 s growing power with increasing slam. 
Mspeleeit considered Fouche* s police as a %  * ;# power ©mt*> 
side the government* * • sad# as such# a potential danger
to him.
Fouohe*© enemies continued to work to obtain his die** 
missal# the First Consul1© brothers proved 'to be untiring 
In their aversion to the telle© Minister. She police unit# 
created lay Bonaparte apparently did not Impel© Fouohe * s 
acfuisitiof* of- pswer sufficiently# and the Consul continued 
to turn away from hi# Minister. Bonaparte1# attitude became 
m m  less favorable after hi# success at Marengo. Following 
this battle# hi# own estimation of his prestige and ability 
increased greatly# and he felt less dependent upon hi# sub# 
ordinate#^ at this same time# Bonaparte even began to 
listen be Lucien and hi# supporter© who urged him be move 
against the change# which the Bevolutlon had brought to 
France.^ '
■to addition, Bonaparte1 s vanity suffered from slights 
given him by the British press. The Bullish papers ohsrao* 
terised the Consul as being w. . • under the tutelage of
5%ouohl^ Memoirs# 1# xncvii# 
•^Forssell#’ Fouche# IBS.
Talleyrand with regard to foreign affaire*, and Fouohe for 
the affaire of the interior.1*33 whatever degree of truth 
the abatement contained* the first Consul disliked it# infer* 
enee and transferred his displeasure from the inaccessible 
British to the offending Ministers*
fouebl5# tenuous position was bolstered to some degree 
by the discovery* early in 1800, of a plot* designed by Roy­
alists and directed from London by the Count of Artois# to 
remove Bonaparte and supplant him with am individual more 
acceptable to the Hoyalist cause* The discovery of this 
plot* and the exposure of papers confiscated by' Ms police* 
assured Fouche of a brief period of respite due to Napoleonic 
gratitude*^
However* Bonaparte1© eontinued distrust of his Felice 
Minister 'refulred only a Justifiable pretext to assure his 
dismissal* The excuse was soon forthcoming* it presented 
Itself in the form of two separate incidents which# in com­
bination* deprived France simultaneously of a Minister* and 
a Ministry* of Police* The two incidents occurred in close 
succession? the one setting the stage far the other* The 
first* the i^nfernal machine plot*« followed the previously- 
Mentioned abortive assassination attempt by the Royalists.
XhbMttoif Igs&lES* 1* ®wri#
^Artois* younger brother of Louis XVI and Louis- 
St ami siaus-Xavter * later Louis X?Ill* was the arch-intriguer 
for the loyalist cause and directed many of the Royalist in­
trigues from his exile in England* He became Charles X*
Foresail* Feuehi. 124* Ward*/ Mauoleon. 141 Pratt* The 
Empire .and the 01oryTfSfl»-Sl*~ The first loyalist plot* of 
May iloi^ ' ms caHed f,the Affair of the English Agency*1*
The "infernal machine plot" onoe again Involved the 
Royalists, under the direction of Georges Gadoudal, a ohronic 
Chouan malcontent. The conspiracy utilized the basic plan of 
an old Jacobin plot* By using the sane technique, the con* 
splrators believed that the Jacobins could be blamed for 
this plot, too* The plan called for an explosion to hill the 
First Consul Ails he was en route to the Opera* the assas­
sination attempt failed only because Bonaparte* s driver had 
been drinhing and drove faster than usual. He arrived at the 
some two seconds before he urns expected— those two seconds 
saved Bonaparte*® life.55
This attempt to assassinate Bonaparte oeeurred directly 
after Fouche* a arguments with Bonaparte about the danger the 
Royalists presented.ffc* First Consul blamed the Jacobins 
for the- plot* Fouche, the loyalists*^ Bonaparte refused 'to 
believe that the conspirators were Royalists and blamed Fouche 
for falling to restrain the Jacobin# sufficiently.58 officials 
were sufficiently eonvinOed that Fouche erred in his Judg­
ment for Talleyrand'to observe that the Police Minister should 
be. shot.59
55p0uehe. Memoirs. I, 151*57. For details of the pre­
parations made by the conspirators, see Ibid.. 155$ Ernest d* 
Hauterive* La Contre-Pollce Royal!ate on loOO (2nd ed.* Parisi 
Libralrie Perrin.'193l).9^-i2l.Herea?ter Cited as d’Hau­
terive, Jjgt Contre-Pollce.
56supra,. 30. 57Pratt, Tbg JgElSS s M  the Glory. 157.
^Fouche, Kgaoj£s, I, 159.
59pratt, Empire & &  the mm.* 150*
Bonaparte directed Fouche te draw up m list of one 
hundred thirty Jacobins for deportation* Although Fouche 
believed Boyalists to be guilty of the conspiracy, he acceded 
to the First Consults demand. After Fouche prepared the 
list, it was presented to the Council of Stats* fhe Council 
refused to pass the law deporting the proscribed individuals* 
.and* upon the suggestion of falleyrand, the law-was issued ■ 
as a senatus oongultam*^ 0 fouche * now only nominally a mem* 
bar of the government, barred from official actions and 
reports,^1 pursued the investigation of the conspiracy on 
his own authority*' fhe case- fcrohe for the Police Minister 
on 9 January 1801^ 2 when his police arrested Jean Carbon* the 
driver of the wagon in which the explosive charge was trams- 
p o r t e d . 3^ Further investigation by Fouche proved that the 
plot had* indeed* been Boyallst-lnspired, directed by 0adou~ 
dal* and financed by England.^
% M i »i l60i Ward* gamleon, IF* Fournier* Napoleon. 
1* 2011 Foysgell* Fouche* iWTiEe senatus consul turn i ssued 
5 January 1801 was me first of llaeeiSSie SfSatii' consulta*
Kircfelesen says that Fouche agreed wiiI^apoiion^l i:r 
opinion that leftists were responsible for the assassination 
attempt and changed his mind only after the deportation or* 
der .had beem executed* f * If*- lircheisen* HSUiSEBf $****** 
by Henry 8t* L m m m m  {lew fork* Earcourt* liaoe ami oo*, 
1912}* 223* Hereafter cited as Ktrohelsen, Napoleon.
Actually* only fifty Jacobins were -deportedi the rest 
were detained under police .guard*' Ward. Napoleon. 17* •
6lPratt, JJ& Bass M s  I60*
^Prafct says Fouohe broke the ease three days after 
the Issuance of the senatus consultum. which would be 8 Janu­
ary 1801. Ibid.. 161.
^Foresail, Fouohe. 130* Ward, Napoleon. 17.
^Pratt, 3 g  JBBSSS 3S& M S  SlSSJL* 161.
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Fomehl*© discovery of the true culprits did little to 
reinstate him In Bonaparte*s good graces* The First Consul 
continued to "blame Fouche for failure to prevent the plot 
from reaching such dangerous proportions,^ despite the fact 
that Fouche had warned him of rumors extant the night of the 
explosion and had requested that he take additional precau­
tions.^
The occurrence which finally caused Bonaparte to di ab­
solve the Ministry of Police and dismiss Fouche involved the 
establishment of the life Consul ship. Bonaparte wished to 
secure the Consul ship for life and worked, toward this end by 
securing support for his program anywhere he could* He ex* 
peeted his ministers to support his plan and became irate If 
they did not. Fouchl opposed the Ilf e-ex tens! on of the Con­
sul ship, and, instead of remaining mute regarding the sub* 
Ject, he encouraged friends in the Senate to propose a ten* 
year extension of Bonaparte* s tern on 2 May 1802* Such 
flagrant thwarting of the Napoleonic desires could not be 
to! era t e&— Napoleon was furious.^ ? Fouche1 s reasons for op* 
posing the life Consulship failed to interest Bonaparte,^ ®
^Forssell, Fouche, 128.
^Fouche, Memoirs, X, 156.
Fouchl had" received, reports of some plot, but had no 
detail© concerning it* He informed Bonaparte of the reports, 
but Bonaparte received assurances from his counter-police and 
proceeded.
7^fouoHS0 Memoirs* X, xxxvi.
6%orsaell advances the interpretation that Fouchl did 
not wish to have the First Consul become the target for all 
complaints, and, also, he did not agree with taking the chance
bat the very tu#t that he « w e N t  It interested the GmumA 
greatly.
The continued agitation and Insinuation of Fouohe*a 
enemies.69 Bonaparte's displeasure at Fouohe*s opposition, 
bolstered by the consul's ©pinion that the police no longer 
needed Fouohe*s direction to function adequately, prompted 
Fouchl«s dismissal.70 To this end* on 28 Fruetldor fear X 
(15 September 1802), Bonaparte suppressed the Ministry of 
Police.71 The decree provided for the transfer ©f all duties 
and responsibilities from the Ministry of Polios to the Min­
istry 'of Justice, under the direction of the Grand- Judge, 
Claude-Antolne Regnier.?2
Bonaparte attempted* at the time of Fouohe*s dismis­
sal. to assuage hie ex-Ministar's feelings as much as possi­
ble* probably because he still maintained a healthy respect
that any dissatisfaction with the life Consulship would pare 
the way for a Bourbon restoration* Foresail* Fouohe,. 130-35*
69Fouche, Memoirs, I, xxrriii, 139*
Fouche*s mo at tenacious enemies included Luclen Bona­
parte* Talleyrand and Joseph Bonaparte, Forssell, Fouohe.
13?I Henri Gaubert, Conanirateurs au temps du Mapoleon Xer 
(Farias ' Flammarion. i9l2), lSf. Hereafter eited as &auEert, 
Consplrateura.
7°Forssell, Fouchl. 135-36.
Tloodeohot, | .Institutions* C95.
72Bulletln des Lois. B* N. 215* #1977. 28 Fraetider 
fear X (l5 SeptamSar Ural)*, Series 3. VI, 709.
The office of the Grand-Judge compares to the office 
of the United States* Attorney-General. Regnier was appointed 
by a decree of 2? Fruetldor fear X, Bulletin des Lola. B. N. 
215, #196?* 2? Fruetldor fear X (It September 1§02|, Series 3*
for the power which Fouchl held, M m© Feuehl loft the Min­
istry, Bonaparte presented hi® with half of the amount of 
the ministerial funds73 and asked Fouchl to advise him in 
the future.*?^  Bonaparte* # explanation for the disposal of 
the Ministry (and Fouohe) complimented and conciliated the 
ex-Minister even more?
• » • ft is with regret that I part with a man of 
your meriti hut it has been indispensable to prove 
to- Europe that t have frankly united with the 
pacific system# and that X confidently repose on. 
the love of Frenchmen. In the new arrangement 
which 1 have lust decreed the police will hence* 
forward be no more than a branch of the minister 
of Justicei and that will he no sufficient field 
for you* But he assured that t will neither re­
nounce your counsels nor your- aer|ices«-#-th©re is 
me dismissal in this easet * * •
the master d&**ai£ML«r also attempted to .Vacate the newly* 
displaced Fouchl by appointing him as a Senator,?^  Upon 
nominating- Fouchl-#' Bonaparte conferred additional praise 
upon Fouchl for his devotion to his duties during the period 
of his Ministry* He alee premised that if the Ministry of 
folios, :sheuid aver be re-estabii .shed, Fouchl would be con­
sidered for Mi# appointment first.?? it hardly seems likely
?3The fund amounted to l*t0i*000 franca* Fersseli# 
Pouched 13? 1 Fouehl* Memoirs. X# tw.
7ftF®a*8sell# Fouche.1 137* 75Fouohe, Memoirs. I, 205.
tfsall.tla des Lois. B. K. 215. #1968, 2? Fruetldor
year x.Ji^ 'scptcaftWfcf iSolT* series 3 » vx, ?ok,
77Forssell, Fouche. 137-38j Madelln. Fouchl. I, 35?.
In 1803 Bonaparte conferred, the ssmatCrSri# of Air#: 
land which #m s  granted for a nominal fee^torivored senators# 
upon Fouchl.
39
that f m mhd m i  much deceived hy hi® master*© m m m m w »  
tog*
leimrtoCless*: foaehS retired to hi# ©state at feto* 
oarrl tut maintained Ms political connections in Paris.?® 
Capita.' M i  dismissal and retirement Im  Paris* Fouchl 
©mieyed great political support Prom Ms peers*?? they 
ftili now afford to ©©■ gtoereu# to to© former Minister# for 
lie no longer Meld a position of great power. The chances of 
fonelii'':r#^ining in this position for any appreciate length 
of time- were slight* however.. The people aided Foaehl*s 
©ampal^ i to regain his Ministry fcec&us© they cent limed to 
sand him information and to approach him for aid, on the 
assumption that he ■stilt possessed toflmisio© with Bonaparte*®® 
Is* therefore, maintained ©ontaot with conditions and. atti­
tudes to France and remained privy to most of the secrets of 
Franc©*: and he ©omtifisied to aid Bonaparte* Ipon the dissoto- 
Ciom of 'toe Folio©., ftuohl suggested to Bonaparte that he 
increase the activity of hit private police* This the First 
Oonshl did* using part of toe old polio# fond to finance toe 
.aetlvlty* Fouchl also utilised his own private tier system 
in Bompsri©*© hehalf*®^  He still possessed spies within the 
police system itself*, and his reports were more concise and
?®Fonch©, Memoirs. I, xmi%. ^ I M d , * 210.
®%unr&*. 30, and footnote ?3i Fouche, Memoirs, I,
,2 0 0 *
complete than those issued by the Orand-Judge and Minister 
of Justice, Bonaparte actually presented Begnler from re- 
moving Fouche* s men from the police system.
Bonaparte may have had reasons other than retaining 
Fouche? s support^ for allowing Fouche1 a men to remain in 
the police force* for the revamped police system left a good 
deal to he desired* Fouohe! himself* entertained a very low 
opinion of the new police force and of the Oramd-Judge. He 
stated that the police were so weak that they -were unable to 
deal effectively with the English propaganda against Napo­
leon.^ 2* Of Begnieu himself * Fouchl stated* wBe is too gul» 
lible and too foolish to manage the police well? he will 
allow the first Consul to fall into the first snare.”85 
Fouchlfe dire prediction# came exceedingly ©lose to the truth 
for in 18C3 a conspiracy* which escaped the notiee of Begnier* 
police* developed*
In 1803 Oeorge# Gadoudal returned to Baris*. ■ the plot, 
directed by Cadoudal* involved the kidnapping of Napoleon, a 
rising in the Vendee* and the return of a Prince of the 
Blood to'France* fhe plot* which did not materialise in the 
fall of 1803 a# planned* enjoyed the support of the British 
government* fhe plotters needed a general to plan their
82Forssell, Fouchl* 138* Fouchl had acquired «* * • a 
subvention from Bonaparte? . * ,** which allowed him to main­
tain secret agents separate from the official police. Ward*
©resell* Fouchl* 138*
^Fouchl* Memoirs* 1, 216. ^%bid * * xxxix.
strategy ant approached Oeneral Jean-Vletor Moreau* who &$* 
cepted. fhe plot Involved two other dl sgruntled French gai« 
erals* Charles Plchegru ant Lajolals* Pichegru, living in 
England, Grossed to France in ISO# to unite the Boyalists 
mi Jacobins against Bonaparte* Unfortunately for the eon# 
splrators* Moreau refused to continue with the plan when he 
discovered that Cadoudal was directing the conspiracy* 1# 
did not* however* notify the police.^
touch! learned of the projected conspiracy throng his 
spies and managed to plant two of his agents among the ranks 
of the conspirators. When he possessed sufficient evidence, 
he approached the First Consul, and presented him with his 
Information* Bonaparte and Fouchl worked together gathering 
additional evidence* the general police had little informa# 
tion concerning the plot*®?
In March of lid# the police arrested the conspirators 
on Bonaparte's orders* Cadoudal and Plchegru died after their 
arres t~Pichegru in his cell, and Cadoudal by execution. The 
arrest of Moreau stirred so much unrest in France that Bona# 
parte pardoned him#®® Bonaparte then set out to discover the 
identity of the Prince of the Blood involved in the conspiracy.
. u,8% ’a»*> m t e m m j m B mz* *sm*» Forswii*
Fouohe. 1#0. For more complete details, see Forssell* Fouche* 
ISsSsfi tauhert* Conspirmteurs* liluBll* ' "
'S^ Wrd* g § g g | 29*
®%orssell, Fouchl* 1#2$ Fournier, Hanoi eon, 1* 321-23* 
Moreau was banished to America* tut later’returned to Europe*
Due to his proximity, the Duo d’lnghien became Napoleon*s 
prime suspect. The First Consul ordered the arrest of the 
Due even though he wee mot living within French borders. 
After his arrest^  Enghieit tied before a firing squad.The 
incident of Enghien*s death harmed Bonaparte’s prestige* for 
the Due was innocent of the conspiracy*^0 Fouche described 
the execution of Enghien m  11. * . worse than a crime* it 
* * . £ m 0  a blunder.*^1 This error was to haunt Bonaparte 
and bum many supporters from hie standard.*
the entire conspiracy served to point out to Bonaparte 
the unreliability of the police under the existing system* 
Fouche1® efficient management of the situation contrasted 
very favorably with the bungling of Begnier* s police* Fouche 
Insured the reappointment which Bonaparte was already eonsld- 
eying by reversing the stand which had hastened his dismiss 
sal»he now publicly supported life and hereditary tenure for 
Bonaparte:.*?^
^Forssell* Fouchl* Pratt* The Emuire and the
Glorv* Fournier* Hanoi eon* I* 32i-2<t* ""
id Prince to -idiom Cadoudal had referred was. the Due 
de Beryl# son of the Count of Artois*' Fournier* Hanoi eon* x, 
3 £$h*&6*
Forssell *
 ^ *■
Senator Fouchev soon after Enghien * s execution formu**
latod a group which suggested to the Senate that Bonaparte be 
given some form of recognition which would Insure the succes­
sion. Fournier* Hauoleon* tj- 328~29* Fouchl made an appeal 
to Bonaparte* through the senate* to accept life and heredi­
tary rule* Piatt* The Empire and the Glory* 283* Fouchl th 
served on the commi salon which Bonaparte appointed to invest
tn addition to providing Support far the Empire eh 
the grounds that an injured succession would step assassina­
tion attempts* the eadoad&l conspiracy gave Bonaparte the 
chance to- re-establish the Ministry of Police. The near 
success of the conspiracy induced Bonaparte to re-evaluate 
the sitmtion and decide that perhaps it was no longer 
** * /. itidiepeneahle to p t i  ie.Burepe * ♦ * that x confix 
demfly repose on the low of freneteem.^ S^ in effect* the 
First 'Cmmt. admitted the failure of his experiment*^ 
Therefore* on 21 Messldor fear XI X (10 July 1804) t the Minis­
try of PoXies for the Empire was created*^ with feuehl as. 
its Minister*
gate the desirability of estahli^ htog an Bmpire* tv J* B* 
Bucher and P. €* Boux-lavergne* Histolre Farlementaire de Is
^  ■1usau« en H H T i ai
rosy* XXXIX*II3f" X45-^ x* Hereafter cited, as Buchez,
Hlstolre Parlementairs. The report made by the commission 
appears On1 pages 145-51 of the same volume.
%^eneh<l* Memoirs* X* 205; Oodechot*: bes Institutions* 
5<M)$ puprs.* 38*
94x,ouls Madelin characterizes the experiment with the 
police by stating that 11 • * * the dleret dtt 28 fructidor an 
X* qui avait aboli Xe etat-maior* avait desorganise l^ateim- 
istration. mlssant #C a pen ptk® table rase de irinstitutlon 
encoure confuse <$u* Itait rests© tout la. Police general© a sea 
debuts** Madelin* Fouehe* X# 453*
Even Fouche*s enemies conceded that Fouchl represented, 
the only individual in France capable of maintaining internal 
peace under wartime conditions.' Foresail* Fouche* 14?*
^%sdelin* Fouche* X* 449*50$ Bulletin dea leig. 8. M* 
?* #80, 21 MessIdor Xear XII (10 JulyI8¥8!|v series 4f 
114-ld*
The Empire had been proclaimed on IS May 1804 by senate 
decree-*. Fournier* laooleon* X, 14?.
iven as he reinstated the Ministry of Police* Mapoleon 
maintained that he did so against his pergonal desire. He
'The Interim between Fomehe*© ministries* 1802-1804, 
served both him and Bonaparte with examples of what could 
occur if they split forces? napoleon observed the chaos 
attending a Ponehe-less police system* .and Pouch! got a 
taste of the anonymity which accompanied his dismissal* nei­
ther .Individual, appeared to enjoy the experience, for Foueh! 
abondoned his position opposing the Empire to regain his 
Ministry, and Bonaparte indicated, by his actions in succeed­
ing years* that he had learned to place considerable value 
upon Fouche*a services as Felice Minister* During the period 
from 1804-1811 Fouche committed far more serious offenses 
than he had during his first Ministry* yet Napoleon retained 
him, possibly because the maintenance of peace and order 
within the borders of France outweighed, in Napoleon* s opin­
ion* the villainy of Pouch!*© transgressions. At least, the 
difficulties between Fouch! and Napoleon had been aired, and 
a wording agreement, tenuous at best* had developed between 
the master and his Minister*
stated that the war with inland forced him to recreate the 
Ministry* and that it would be suppressed at the end of the 
war with -Snglamd* J^ogSire^  Napoleon in Council. 95*
ut
m  m m m  w m t m m  or m m m
The organization and establishment of a hierarchy in 
the French police solved many problems for Franco* By pro** 
vtding a system of diroot control from the seat of the 
government# the system removed many of the abuses prevalent 
in the pre^ liapol^ mio system-*3* the ministry of folio# devel* 
oped under the joint direction of Fouehe and Bonaparte# 
although Fouehe often received credit for providing the ad­
ministrative gamine which directed and nurtured the institu­
tion.2 The stromgpoint of the Napoleonic polio# organization, 
aside from. Fetich#*# leadership# rested .in the pyramidal 
structure of responsibility* Unlike previous administrative 
structures# each polio# representative had an immediate 
superior* However# provision# existed under which individuals 
on the lower levels could communicate with someone other than 
their immediate superiors* should the need arise*. The polio# 
system continued to develop throughout the reign of .Bonaparte 
and the ministries of Fouehe, with refinements being intro*
  — it ' ■ -i" Tin*   mi.  
13apra«. 1-15.
■%ade!4a» Fomshl. 487, 508*
45
duced a# they were needed* The system developed by Fouehe 
suffered a major setback only onm during the period of 
Napoleonic rule* This occurred in 1802, when, for all in**
tents and purposes*, the suppression of the Ministry of Police*
* •.
and its attachment to the Ministry of Justice# erased the 
progress toward organised central control*?
Many of the forms utilised in the Napoleonic system 
originated with the amelsi* rlMme.^  and# by refining and 
adapting the older provisions* fouohl rendered them accepts* 
ble for use in the Napoleonic police. Other changes repre­
sented new innovations tailored to fit the particular needs 
and demands of Bs#oleoiiic rule*? Within France* several 
police organisations existed! the military police of the 
palace, the gendarmerie, the prefect police* and the general 
police which Fouehe directly controlled*^  The systems remained, 
for the most part* separate from each other* although Fouehe* 
as Minister of Felice* directed some aspects of prefect po­
lice activity and possessed authority to utilise a limited 
number of gendarme forces, overall* however* the Ministry of 
Folio# represented the most widespread and active police eye* 
tea in -France*
%sg**» 37. 51-54.
Sporssell, Pouchl. 150.
^Fouehe, Memoirs. X, 13*.'
The various systems of police trt.ll be considered more 
full* In a succeeding chapter.
kf
Ultimate authority within the Ministry rested, of 
course, with the Minister, Fouehe* He reported to and re* 
celved directivea from Bonaparte.7 The Minister worked in 
conjunction with the Council of State in handling matters of 
the adminlaeration of the affaire of the high police*^ the 
decree which re»e©tabl 1 shed the Ministry of. folic# revised 
the council of State and established the territorial divi­
sions which delineated the territory of 'each Councillor*^ 
the four divisions Included the following territory: (1)
Morth,. test*' and part of the tasti {2) Midi, and part of the 
lasti (3) the city of Faria, and the department of the Seine* 
(k) the departments of the dips and I tidy* The arrondisse* 
ment listed first represented the moat important area because 
of the frequency of intrigue in this section of France,^0 
The four Councillors met with the Minister of Folic# at least 
once- each weeh^- and reported on their activities during the 
preceding week* ly mmms of the weekly meeting, Fonobl was
Fporssell, Fouehe, 151,
8Bla»c; Napoleon J«, 571 Madelln, Fouehe. I, Hi*
^Bulletin dea Lois. B« N. 7* #80, 21 Meosldor Xear XII 
JulylSorrrSeries"*, I#*- 114-16; Supra.. H  and footnote
93*
10Madelln, Fouehe. I* *55-56> Bulletin dea Lois. B. N. 
?, #80, 21 MesaidSrfear Kll (10 yulyiSWT, Series®, i.
although toe arrondlssements were political divisions 
of France, those referred to' Intois case were police arrom* 
dlssements which encompassed larger areas*
^Thm decree stipulated that to# councillors were to 
»• * • worh with 4to# liniste^r each day, * * hut In
mable bo delegate responsibility for the more routine aspects 
of polio© work and concentrate upon the activities of the
high police.^-2 The weekly reports provided a means by which 
fouehe could check on his Councillors and determine whether 
they followed his directives*
A decree of April 1806 divided the duties of the 
Council of State into four departmental. (1) car© and formu­
lation of laws affecting the administration of public affairs*
(2) administrative Jurisdiction in cases concerning the high 
police (affairs which involved a threat to the people or to 
the interior peace of France) which fell outside the Juris­
diction of other courts; (3) routine executive matters, such 
as approving a community*© request to sell property* and (4) 
final decision on cases heard by local authorities*^ The 
■existence of the Council relieved Fouehe of the necessity of 
handling these matters personally, yet it enabled him to keep 
his information concerning the departments up-to-date by ask­
ing for particular information at the meetings* The Council- 
lors1^  handled much ©f the correspondence with the departmental
actual practice the Council met with Fouehe once a week* Bulle-
i%ouchet Memoirs* X* 232-33*
^Lozere, Napoleon in Council * 220*
l^ rhere were four Councillors for only a short time.
The Councillors named by Bonaparte in 1804 were Dubois for 
Paris* Beal in. the First Arrondissement, Miot in the Second 
Arrondi ssement, and Pelet de la Lozere in the Third Arron&is- 
cement* Bulletin des Lois. B, N• 8* #85* #86, #8?, #88, 21 
Messidor fear XXX IlO July 1804), series 4, x, 118-21* Later
tin des Lola* B* N. ?, #80, 21 Messidor fear XII (10 July 
iWTT^series 4, 1, 114* Fouehe, Memoirs* X, 233* 
prefects^ and forwarded# to fh© departmental level, the di­
rectives which Fouehl gave to them during their meetings*
. the prefects represented, the »nl Xin& in the chain 
of oomand, a prefect headed each department*, fh© prefect© 
handled all admini stratlon for the department, with the aid 
of a general ©omcil appointed By the lead of State* A ©ah* 
prefect headed, each arromdlssement and a mayor* each commune. 
All departmental officials received their appointments,
’ technically, from lonapart©#^ In reality, however, the pre- 
feet© named the mayors and thelr mmicipai councils.-1?
t o  previously-dl seuesed organization within the 
governmental structure' of Franc© developed a© a result of a 
re-organization instituted "by a law of 28 PluviCse fear VIXI
Mlot was dismissed and the Council consisted of only three 
men "besides Fouehe. For©sell, Fouehe* 151#
Pierre Mioolas lid- acted as'1 Councillor for the most 
important and potentially explosive area in France, leal had 
served a© a Councillor of state under Begnler during the 
1802-I80t perled* At that time, he received the special 
charge to see.to n . * the interior tranquillity and security 
of the Sopuhlie*** Bulletin des lois. B* N* 338, #3555, 11 
Fluvitse lear III ( f r S & f  1SS#J* series 3* IX. 308.
Beal was a personal friend and adviser to Fouehe* He 
had participated in the terror, ant hi# talent© aided toe 
Folic# Minister, Forsseli, Fouehe. 153, the presence of a 
friend in the critical josltdos dr Councillor of the First
5 K  Hereafter cited a# Holtman, Frona^anda*
aided Fouehe considerably.
^©uohl# Memoirs*. 1 , 232-3 3 .
17, #115
after' cited a© AuXard# I^ jjg ©t faMttttl*
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(17 February 1800)* This I m u  provided for the re-ofgarl- 
gabion of flie territorial divisions of France. The systm  
used the district division of' the old Constituent Assembly 
a# a basis*5 with fhe old district becoming the new *&$ep* 
Mssemenf, As * m m it of" this change, France me divided 
info daparfiiienfa , mrrondl ssemcHts* 'and communes. This same 
law provided for the line a of central authority from the 
commune on up*^
The prefect with Hi general council * and 'Hi# sub** 
prefect with Me district council, assessed taxes# die* 
bmrsed .monies for expenses, and acted upon local governmental 
matters# The prefect reported to both the HiMster of the 
Interior and the Minister of the Police.Although the
^%rosper Buvergler de Hauranne, Hl^ telre du Governs- 
trleraentalre en France t lMh*i8o8 f xo volai 2nEed4
Par 1st Michael Levy Freres, 1857*73)* I, 466-6?.
The department represented the major territorial di­
vision g; the arrondissement. the main subdivision of the de­
partment* and the coasune, the smallest divi sion— approxi­
mately equal to a parish.
The law of 80 KLuviCse Tear VIII also provided for the 
salaries of the authorities* the prefects received amounts 
from 8,000 francs to 30,000 francs depending upon the size of 
the areas they served*
The prefect councillors received a fraction of the 
.amount allotted, to the prefects* If the prefect received
8,000 francs, for example, the councillors of his prefecture 
received 1*800 francs*
Under-prefects received 4,000 francs in cities of more 
than 20,000, and 3,000 francs in areas of less than 20,000 
population. Bulletin des Lois. 0* N. 17, #115* 28 Pluvldse 
Iear VIII (1 V^ehrEary l§00T*^ 3eries 3* I* 8>
i^Foumler, Hanoleon. I, 264* Auisrd, Etudes et 
Lecone. 186-87•
A decree of f Ventdse Year VIII (2? February 1800), 
established that prefects .reported to the Ministry of the 
General Police, too. Monltenr. 8 VentOse Year VIII (28 Fmbm* 
ary 1800}# XXI, #158#
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prefects supposedly owed first allegiance to the Ministry of 
the Interior, in practice* Fouehe held virtually complete 
control over them.2^  Gradually. Bonaparte even allowed 
Fouehe to acquire power to nominate candidates for the posi- 
Cion of prefect*By that time,.- nomination by the Minister 
of Felice practically assured appointment*
the prefect,, a refinement of the and an re&imeVs 
lieutenan.t»Oeneral. of police,'22 acted, M. • • in hie depart** 
menb, # * * a miniature emperor.H2^  Hie responsibilities
incorporated ail administrative functions within the depart** 
ment • He enforced the laws passed by the central govern­
ment , guaranteed the safety of his department, handled all of 
the security measures for his area, and, in short, acted as 
virtual ruler of his territory*2^  the prefect directed the 
activities of the oomissloners of police, the police off!** 
cere, and officials charged with overseeing the markets, ports, 
md roads of the department*^
2%eam Savant, Les Frefets de Hanoleon {Paris* Li<* 
brairie Hachette, 1959lT'iB^ '' iereafter SleM as Savant, les
BrIfeta* For many examples illustrating the extent of Fouehe*s 
control' over the prefects, see Ibid*, 80-83.
r^yfc
I, 462.
2%@llgman, fef Justice. I, 7*
2%odechot, les Institutions* 511*
2%or a complete listing of all aspects of the prefectfs
duties, see Bulletin des Lois, B* N. 33, #214, 12 Meseidor 
tear Vltl (1 Juty l^ O^ )T series 3, I, 1-12*
10 •
82-83; Jacques Begnler, _ _ _ . Lea Frefets du Consul-
de lilmpireeC Paris; idition da la “Souv^Ie" Hevue. l^ O?), 
reafierlited as Hegnler, les Frefets; Madelin, Fouehe*
One of the prefect* a major duties involved notifying 
his superiors of the incidents which occurred,,; and attitude® 
and trends which existed, within Mi department. The prefect 
toured his department each year and reported the findings of 
hi® trip to hi# Minister* ^
Bach prefect had the aid of a secretary-general 
named by the Head of State* the secretary^ general took the 
place of the prefect in the event he should he incapacitated, 
and also filled in, until a new appointment could he made, 
in the event of a prefect1® death* The secretary-general 
possessed the responsibility for organizing the various bur­
eaus under the prefect1# administration*2^  In effect, he 
supervised the administration employees for the prefect*
The prefecture! council, named by Bonaparte, aided the 
prefect in the discharge of some of hi# duties* The council 
acted a# a court which pronounced judgment upon complaints 
against the administration*2^  Each prefect presided over 
his council, and, in his absence, the eldest councillor took 
his place*
The prefect also named the mayors in the communes of
5,000 or less, in hi# department, with Bonaparte naming the 
mayor® in commune# of more than 5,000* The prefect possessed
2%edeehob, Les Institutions* 511; Bulletin dee Lois,
B* H* 13* #90, 17 fertile fearvill (8 MarchiSSo )Tseriei 3, 
I, 1-3*
Prefects were forbidden to leave the confine# of their 
prefectures without the permission of the Head of state*
2?Godeehot, Les Institutions, 511*
©ole responsibility for naming the municipal councils* These 
councils debated issues relating to local policy, particu­
larly monetary policy,30 and advised the mayor* the mayors 
directed the municipal administration, kept public records 
and provided for the maintenance of peace and o r d e r . 3 T  
In communes of more than 5*000. a commissioner of 
police aided the mayor in supervising the activities of the 
police.^ 2 The duties of the commissioner of police closely 
resembled those of the Camlsoaire of the Ch&telet of the 
anclen r e g i m e .33 fn# commissioners acted as'regular police 
in enforcing laws and insuring the security of m  area* 
Sometimes the commissioners received a special charge by de­
cree , such as the decree of 3 December l8l3 which charged 
the commissioners of police of Hantes to enforce the laws 
against loan a g e n c i e s*34 Directive© such a© this one oc­
curred Infrequently, however*
Commissioners of police received their assignments to
departments by d e c r e e .35 once they reached the department,
3<Ward, JlHsi {OCHS* »9«
.31aulletln des Lois. 8. N. 17. #115* 28 FluviOse Year 
VIII (1? jSiSTT^ Series 3, I, 6; Ward Nanoleon,
12; Godechot, Les Institutions, .517 •
32Godechot, Lea Institutions. 517? Fournier, Napoleon, 
I, 266; Ward,
33seligman* La lust Ice* I* 3i surra*, 1-3*
. - des Lois* B* H* 542, #9941, 3 December
series 4*' x!Sc# SjSSSg*
3%emiteur, 24 Ventdse Year VII (14 March 1799) , XXI, 
#174> 69Srimletln des Lois, B. M. 159, #159. 9 Floreal 
Year VII {28 apill 1799). Series 3. I* 16.
The appointment came from Bonaparte, but Fouehe was
howffeti the prefect of police determined where 1b the de­
partment the commissioners would he p l a c e d .36 Oftentimes 
the prefects deliberately assigned them to a troublesome 
area of the department.
The same law of 28 Pluvldse, which provided for the 
prefects.* provided for the establishment of a police direc­
tion* with a commissioner-general in charge* in communes of 
more than 100,000 for purposes of police administration*^ ? 
The commlssioners-general received their appointments from 
the Minister of Police, F o u e h e . 38
The Commissi oner s-generai occupied a position osten­
sibly subordinate to the prefect* In actuality, however* 
the decree creating the commi ssloners-general presented them 
with virtually the same 'powers possessed by the prefects*39 
In fact* the only authority which the prefects possessed 
that the ooaml ssioners-general did not* granted them the 
ability to issue permission to carry arms* enforce the
direetM to see that it was carried out* Fouehe probably 
nominated candidates as commissioners of police just as he 
nominated prefects and commi ssioners-general.
des lols. B* M* 11* #77, 22 Ventdse Year 
VIII (13 March 1800), aeries 3* X* 6* This same decree as­
signed Fouehe to oversee Its execution*
^Fournier, Hanoi eon* I, 266. A direction was a sub- 
administrative unit eatablished In heavily" populated .areas 
to insure central governmental control*
3^ s®rrant, Les F.rlfets* 29*
IX (2? October i8f§T#' Series 3. XI. 58-68
5 irumaire Year
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observance of laws concerning republican holidays, grant 
pe»isslon to visit Paris, deliver cards of security, and 
to protect n• « * public monuments and edifices.”^ 0 others 
wise, the decrees matched. In addition, commissioners** 
general received direct orders from the Police Minister 
which they were required to execute immediately#^
In areas where the commissioners-g#m#rai operated, 
they possessed sufficient authority to require the mayors 
to. report to them.**2 fhe commiasloner s-gener&l were also 
empowered to require the assistance of the national guard 
of the community to which they were assigned.^3 the prefects 
possessed both of these powers and resented the commissioners** 
general* s ability to pre-empt their authority to fulfill! 
ministerial orders.
fhe parallel position of the prefect and the commis­
sioner-general , as a result of their similar powers and 
relationship to their Ministers, caused conflict between
4°Ibid.8 Bulletin des Lois. B. N. 33. #21^. 12 Mesaiaor 
lea* VIlTTl July 1&00), Series 3* I. 1-12.
On# additional responsibility of the eommisBioner-gen- 
eral involved the enforcement of a decree concerning neutral 
shipping* fhe prefects were not empowered, officially, to 
handle this particular duty. Ibid,. B. M• 50, #373, 5 Bra- 
malre Tear IX (27 October l800TTseries 3. II. 65.
^Bulletin dea Lola. B. N. 17. #115. 28 Pluvifise lear 
viii (I? Februftry isoWT"series 3. I. 6*
Bulletin das Lola. B. N. 196, #1732. 22 Prairlal Xear 
X (11 Junel802), Series 3, VI, 39^-
^Bulletin des Lois. B. N. 78. #614, 11 Germinal Xear 
VIII (1 IFlTlSooT: Series 3. I, 17-18.
them, Where both offices existed* neither individual co­
operated with the other, and each officer complained of the 
other in his reports to his superior, in areas where the 
prefect alone had charge of the police* he cooperated in 
serving both the Minister of the Interior and the Minister 
of the Police satisfactorily# , But in the areas where a 
commissioner-general operated, dissension between him .and 
the prefect developed-^ 1'
. Pouch! improved matters somewhat In 1806 when he di­
vided control so that local administration would be the 
responsibility of the municipal authority, while Individuals, 
their actions and control of them, would be the responsi­
bility of the commissioners-general* Fouch!1s attempt to 
redress the problem indicated that he was fully aware of the 
difficulty caused by the similarity of jurisdiction between 
the prefect and the eosmlsslomer-general*
fhe commissioner-general received a salary ranging to 
four-fifths of the prefect* s salary* The prefect determined 
the actual amount# but the four-fifths figure provided a 
guideline*^
l*%!gml®r, .les Frlfefs, 82-83.
^^ Madelin, Fouch!. I* 463*
**%ulletlm des Lola. B* M* 13* #90* 1? Ventds© Year 
VIII '{8 March iSooTt series 3* 1* 1-3*
Prefects* salaries varied according to the sis® of the 
area they served* In cities of 100,000* the prefect re­
ceived 24,000 frames! in Paris, he received 30*000* Bulletin 
des Lois, 8, H# 17, #115. 28 Fluvidse Year VIII (17 February 
180O), series 3, I. 8,
Commissioners of police received salaries in relation
The office of the commi ©sloner-general remained in 
France until 1814 when it was abolished. Fouehe re-estab­
lished the office in 1815* under the title of the lieutenant 
of Policefhe office remained until 1817,
In the early days of his Ministry, Fouehe established 
the office of the prefect of the Seine. This magistrate 
controlled the regulatory business of Paris, issuing .pass­
ports, censoring, and keeping watch upon hotels, fhe city 
of Paris welcomed the new administrative office with mixed 
reaction despite the fact that the rest of France received 
similar officials*1^  Other large French cities received simi­
lar magistrates, which Fouehe controlled by virtue of his 
traveling commissioners of police*^ ?
fhe decree of 3 Brumal re Year IX granted the prefect 
of police of Paris jurisdiction over the Department of the 
Seine, and, thereby guaranteed protection for the department* 
The Prefect of Paris assumed all responsibility for keeping
to the slme .of the area they served, also* If assigned to 
Paris, they received a salary of 4,000 francs; in Bordeaux, 
Lyon, or Marseilles# 2, 400 francs* and in diminishing amounts 
as the population of the area they served decreased. Bul­
letin des Lois* B* H, 104, #827, 23 Fructidor Year VIII' '
(10 September1800)# Series 3* III, 378-7$,
?^Mad©Xlm, Fouehe* I, 464,
^^ The Momlteur printed an item which was unfavorable 
in tone. It 'bemoaned the fact that the ?. * . new central 
administration of the Seine • • . /Had/ deprived the munici­
pality of the sixth arrondissement. * ' Momlteur. 8 Vendemi- 
air© Year VIII (30 September %799f* XXfTffTTd*
shs. m m  m  m .  jagg. w *
5S
the peace and maintaining police prisons and other police 
functions within the department, fhe decree also transferred 
the duty of issuing passports to foreigners from the Prefect 
of the Seine to the Parisian police prefect.5°
fhe duties of the Parisian prefect paralleled those 
of other prefects# for the most part# He handled those 
affairs which concerned the Parisian police and controlled 
the commissioners of police which were distributed in the 
municipalities#51 fhe Parisian prefect shared the municipal 
administrative duties with the Prefect of the seine. He de~ 
ferred to the Minister of the Police only in police matters# 
in other considerations the Minister of Police had no eon** 
trol over his actions.5&
fhe Prefect of Paris occupied an extremely influential 
position in France due to the importance of the Parisian 
area* In much the same way that the appointment of Pierre 
Heal as the Councillor of state for the important First Ar*»
IX (25
^Bulletin dea Lola. B. N. 17, #115. 28 PluvlOee Year 
VIII (17 February 1800)V Seriee 3# I# l**tf Franh M* Ander­
son* fhe constitution and Other Select Documents Illustrative 
Of the^ listory1 of irancej. B* W*
Wilson Company, 190M, 287. Hereafter cited as Anderson# 
Documents.
5%ard# Napoleon. 11.
aided Fouehe* the appointment of his enemy*
59
bouis-Wlcolao imbois, to the post of Prefect of Parish 
caused him difficulty. 5*^
fhe organization of the police In the provinces out­
side of France proper ms much the same as that of the 
French police. Ml thin the foreign provinces, ultimate 
police reeponslMlity rested with the Governor-general. fhe 
Governor-general directed and regulated the high police within 
his p r o v i n c e .55 He reported to the French Minister of Police 
concerning all matters and activities pertaining to the high
polio©.56
Within the province itself the Governor-general estate 
11 shed a police system which reported its activities to him. 
fhe director of police, an official established by govern­
ment decreet acted as the head of the system under the 
Governor-general1 s direction*57 fhe director of police re­
ported any arrests which he made to the Grand-Judge, to the 
Minister of the Interior* and to the Police Minister, as well 
as to the Governor-general. Els duties included the respon­
sibility for corresponding with his subordinates within the
^ Bulletin das Lola. B. N. 10* #71, 17 VentOse Tear 
VIII {8 March 1800), Series 3, I. 11*12t Monlteur. 19 Ven­
ts a© Xear VIII (10 March 1800), XXI, #169. 6?bt Supra., b8»
1*9, Footnote lb.
^Ward, Mapoleon. 11,
^Bulletin des Lois. B. 8* 265, #5162, 25 December 
1809, Series b, XII, 8?T^ 
^Koniteur. 12 May 1811, XXXX1V, #132, ^95* 
^Bulletin dee Lola. B. M. 381, #7113. b July 1811. 
Series XV, 2?{‘ibid,, B. N. 181, #3007, 2b February 1808, 
series b, VIII, llTI
province to maintain close contact with their operations.^ 
fhe directors of police sometimes received the aid of special 
police commissioners appointed to their province or to a 
neighboring area* Bonaparte sometimes assigned respemai* 
bill by- for- surrounding departments to the director of police 
of a major area and to the special commissioner of police 
attached there*In addition# the directors of police 
headed btireans within some departmmts of the Empire*^0
fhe police of anr given province, generally organised 
by the same decree which established the rest mi the govern^  
mental structure for the area* closely resembled all other 
units of provincial police throughout the Empire.^ 1 this 
basic pattern for provincial police structure considerably
 __ _ * %+ #3©67* tt February
1808, •; series W+'
■ 59for example* the.police established in the departs 
menb of M. * * 11 Ems^ Superleur, des Bouches-de-11 Elbe et 
des Bouches^ der Water * * *« were to be directed by the East* 
burg director-general of police ant by the special commis~ 
sloner assigned: to Lafeeeh*' these departments had been part 
of the First Arrondissement of the Empire* Bulletin des Lelt 
#7113*  ^July iKI* ieri^ & * XV* 78. '
■^%rt J • Gum* nfh© Administration of the lingiom of 
Italy under Eugene Beauhamais* l805*»l8lt*M Unpublished Ph.D 
dissertation* Department of History, Louisiana State Univer~ 
si by* 1963, 59* Hereafter cited as Gum, ‘Meauhamai s.11
"the following decrees provide for the formation 
police systems in various provinces, fhe similarities are 
unmistakable* Bulletin des Lois* B. H* 181* #306?, Febru* 
1808, series fe. toi» m v  Ibid., B, H. 381, #7113* * July 
1811, aeries XV, 27? Xblf*TB* N. 265, #5162* 25 December
180#* Series b, XII, i5^9oV
still other provincial departments were attached to 
adjacent areas for police administration* Bulletin des Lois, 
B. N. 367* #6722# 28 April I81I, lifies %*. XIV*
simplified administration of the provinces* for the French 
Ministries* based to Baris* exercised authority over the 
provincial units In. ell aspects of government* Including 
police.*- specific decrees sometimes clarified an ebsewe or 
contested point* as in the case of gendarme jurisdiction 
over borders*hut generally the Parisian-based systems 
remained supreme.
■ .provincial wammommtm for Justice and criminal 
procedure-refleeted those of France.*^  for the most part* 
laws passed In fiance applied to the provinces*^ although 
generally decrees specifically mentioning each province in 
connection with the law rendered it applicable In that pro* 
vlnce* Napoleon1© regulations in connection with provincial
^%y two decrees Napoleon stated that the gendarme 
forces of Italy* Illyria* and Fiance might eros semen other* a 
borders to make arrests* The only stipulation provided that 
the prisoner had to be brought before a mayor or Justice of 
the Beae© of the area to which he was captured* fhe decree 
of 1# October 1811 provided for reciprocity for Italy and 
W m m m  toe decree of 21 February lilt extended toe agree** 
stent to cover Illyria* Bulletin, des Lois* B. If• 399* #7393* 
19 ©etcher-1811* series O f i  IsfiiMtr* B. N. #22* #7713*
22 February 181,2* Series %* XVI# 183*
^Bulletin des Lois* 8* M* 41#* #?593* 9 Januaiy 1812# 
series K  Mil B. n* 28t* #5371* M  April 181#*
Series 4*. XII, 342*417^
8%oa? example# regarding the law concerning banish^  
m l  to Holland* to# decree provided that toe banishment 
provision would affect not only toe departments making up 
toe area torn toe law was passed:# 'but any departments which 
might be added subsequently* This law also represented an 
Instance where Napoleon retained one- of toe customary laws 
of a captured area after adding It to toe Empire* Bulletin 
des Lois. B* N. #22# #7712* 18 Febraaiy 1812# Series V*
OTf* iil^ 83*
pawnshops, lasers* fees, and newspapers paralleled these
fite Bapoleonie pell.ee*' _ whether provincial or French* 
exercised jurisdiction over a wide range of situations and 
objects, Tkle usual duties connected with maintaining the 
peace and security of the area In their charge represented 
only a -segment of the duty of the police* their respomai** 
Miltiee- extended to indud© many concerns not* usually 
associated with bit# institution of the polio©*
fh© regular duties of the police* included policing the 
street a* regulating traffic,^ .and apprehending stolen ve­
hicles*^ ? In the cities of France, re spon si billty for the 
enforoement of civil regulations# such as the requirement 
that animals* particularly dogs, be kept within the confines 
of an Individual*© property to minimise the danger of rabies* 
also rested with the municipal police,
Within the larger cities* Baris particularly* the po­
lice coped with instances of child abandonment and mistreat*
Series _, . , . _ , . _. . .  T . .. _ . .
ItlEf. series 4* xvxi* olTl&iiteur, 1.5 October 180S* xxxix* 
#28?* 113?*
%^onlteur, 20 Germinal fear VIII (10 April 1800), 
xxii* # t W v W T
5 Bluvi$ m  Tear fill (25 liumary 1 8 0 0)* xxt, 
#1 2 5* ^ 9 5 *
Carriages recovered, by the police were listed in the 
Monlteur* probably to. facilitate reclamation by the owner*
% M d ** ? auvlds© Xear VIII (2? January 1800* xxi,
#127, §0WT^
extant in France*^
Aucniwt
memt* In a case of that type, the commissioner of police 
usually investigated the circumstances,1^  and reported his
findings to his prefect* leporte of incidents of this 
nature usually appeared, in the Monlteur*
Such widely-separated duties as regulating the sale of 
meat and supervising the establishment ©aid operation of a 
fire departoent- concerned the Napoleonic police* Eesponsi- 
bility fot regulating the sale of meat rested with the commis­
sioners of police*?0 fhe Parisian fire department, formed as 
a result of a report from the Minister of Police citing the 
necessity for such m  organisation, depended upon the Prefect 
of the-Seine to oversee its operation* fhe prefect deter* 
mined the length of the period of instruction for novice fire* 
men, the duration of their working hours, and the number of 
superior officers the unit should possess*?^  Although the 
prefect of the Seine handled the administrative' details in* 
volved with the management of a fire department, the Parisian 
prefect of police held responsibility for watching over the 
the performance and efficiency of the unit* fhe two indivi­
duals reported their findings.' and undertakings with regard 
to the fire department to the Minister of the Interior*?^
22 Germinal fear 1nit (12 April 1800, xxil,
#202, 8X357^
■ ?%bid * * 20 Germinal fear vxif (10 April 1800), xxii, 
#200, SobEof*
yiBulletm des lols* B* M* 8?, #73?, 1? Messldor Xear
ix (6 July JlolT, series 3, ill, 169*72*
175.
Bonaparte charged his polios officials with the 
respmslMlity of regulating water conservation, 73 the pos** 
session of firearms*?*1' and the movement of domestic worhera. 
from area to area*?** fhe police licensed and suppressed 
ambling houses*?^  granted permission for craftsmen to op­
erate their shops* ?? apprehended deserters*?^  regulated pawn­
shops,?^  watched the operation of pharmacies*^ and r#g&* 
lated dissection and exhumation of human hcdl#s*®i
■ ■in addition* however, to protecting the French and 
enforcing'laws far their benefit* the .police spied upon the- 
people* '■ Bonaparte assigned the police to report upon state* 
memcs-made bar imdiridw&Ia opposing the government and its 
policies*'' mis regulation applied particularly to for-*
?3lMd*» B. M* #3S&* 25 fimdlmiairc fear m  (X? 
October low)* Series 3* 11*
?V i *. B* n . 535. #9855. 16 November 1813, Series 
4, xix, WSsja. J
■ ' 7S|SM*. B, H. 526, #9739, 25 September 181.3, Series 
4, XIX, 259^70.
In Connell. 331-34. 
des Lois. B. K. 77, #597. leer IX, Series
78Forssell, Fouehe. 155,
........  Bela, B. N. 533, #9844, 8 November 1813,
series 4, xix, 3 4 1 ^ 7 7 ^
IMi*f B. N. 33. #552. 29 PluviOse Xear XIII (18 
February 1805). Series 4, II* 308-09•
®1Ibld., B. »* 231. #2050, 3 Vendemlalre Xear VII (,_■ 
September 1798), Series 2, vn, 29-30? Ibid.. B. N. 5. #25. 
23 Pralrlal Xear XII {12 June 1804), series 4, 1, 75-80
signers*82 fhe police attempted to ascertain the attitude 
of the people with regard to the re-establl shment of wor* 
ship* propaganda in theatrical spectacles* and the g^ fetn* 
meat*. lit general.83 Bonaparte depended upon hie Police Min** 
isfcer*. and through him* hie police force* to heap watch on 
the churches* the sermons preached* and the attitude* of 
the congregations;* l# distmsted religion* and he wished 
to hare the practice of religion carefully watched* hut he 
regarded it as necessary for the people and to the state*
fhe police performed .more repressive measures, as 
well* They enforced health and sanitation laws* but they 
also kept individuals under surveillance for various in** 
discretions* Many individuals subjected to observation by 
the police listed printing or writing as their profession.
An individual who printed or wrote am opinion contrary to 
one held by Hapoleon, or derogatory 'to him* placed his e&* 
rear in a very precarious position*^ while considerable 
publicity to' the Honitsur marked an individual's release
8%rabt* fhe l&ffilre .and, the 01ery. 200*
fill {1799-lBOO) Pari s folio# Beports of Janu­
ary a. aft us cited by fratt* SgH£ Ml.JttB B2SE» 35*
8**Monlteur. f wivase Xear VIII {JO Movember 1?§9>* XXI*
#99# 3faTSS*7'$ n m r n m  Xear VIII (25 January 180O}, xxi, 
#125, foStTB&fote des Mis, B.* s# 337* #34#* 8 FrUaair#
Xear VIII (IfMovSber 17|S) * aeries t* IX, l**2t Monltenr,
14 Frimair# fear VIII <4 Beeemhsy 1799)* xxi* #?4* 2m*
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from polio# custody or surveillance* mwmmloatione from 
Napoleon consigning an individual to polio# surveillance 
assumed a more private nature.^ ? Favorable motion of a 
euspeoted person*# attitude in the Police Minister*# report 
often pro®ted a decree ordering hi# release from surveil­
lance, while orders placing an individual under police sur- 
veillsnce originated with Napoleon.^ 8 Pouch#*# report# 
concerning persons advocating policies opposed to the regime 
probably influenced the Emperor* s orders* however*
Oftentimes the police received orders to investigate 
the activities of individuals who had made themselves*, or 
their actions conspicuous to an official or to Napoleon* 
himself *^ In these cases*, the duties of the police included 
the issuance of a warning, concerning the consequences of a 
continuation of present unsatisfactory behavior*'
ifela dec Lois, 1* M* id* #113* 7 terminal tmr
Viii <28 »arch liWi* Series 3. I* 14* iMd** B* M* it*
#im* 4 omlsmi tsar tut trn March 148877 series 3* I* 16| 
> ? Germinal Xear Viii (23 March 1800)* xxil, #187*
****** u b* »* 14* #101*. 4 Germinal Xear 
VIII {25 March l8Wr* Series 3. I* 15*16j Monltenr, 7 Ger­
minal Xear viii (28 March 1800) * x x il*  #1#W
8%6om Lecestre* Lei
- (2 vols? 2nd edf Parlsi E. PlohTNourrit et Cie.,
* Napoleon to Fouehe* 4 April 1810*. II* #800* 22* Here­
after cited as Leeestre,
Napoleon to fouehe* 14 February 1810* II, #581* 
121 Napoleon to Fouehe, 27 January 1810* #575* 71 Napoleon to 
Fouohl* 21 January 1810* #572, 6s Napoleon to Fouehe, 25 Jan­
uary 1810* #574# 6.
90ibld,, Napoleon to Fouehe* 21 January 1810* II, #571*
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fhe police actually possessed power to interfere in 
most aspects of the ordinary citizen* e life* In effect, the 
efficiently organised and highly centralised police regu­
lated all facets of the French people1 s lives* The police 
protected* prevented, provided., punished, pacified, pro­
hibited# and p&rtened*$l rhe l&ek of agitation against 
police' authority in Napoleonic France offers mute testimony 
of the tact with which Fomchl handled his farflung powers.
^Per more details concerning the overall responsi­
bilities of Fouehe* s police, Infra.. 89-115*
4wll Jm w
point and mrn'mmom*®
Although Fouche as head of the Ministry of Police 
possessed control of much of the police system in France, 
Napoleon attempted to hamper hie drive to acquire author** 
ity over all aspects of police activity by creating counter# 
police units (the Counter police of the Palace, the render# 
merle, .the g^darmerie dTellis* the Prefect of Paris) in 
opposition to him.l Fouche* s penchant for organisation re# 
suited, in part* from his dislike of antagonism and dissen­
sion within the rank,ssof his- police*® To achieve the well#
i
oiled machine which he desired his police system to be* he 
continuously synthesized the various lines of control into 
his own hands* Fouche trusted few people and those whom he 
trusted were in positions where he could maintain a careful 
watch over them* The more facets of the police that he con# 
trolled* the more secure he felt* Unfortunately* his concept 
of security fostered feelings of insecurity where Napoleon 
was concerned* Fouche, despite his waster** efforts to con# 
tain him, enjoyed remarkable success in centralizing control
1SJSBI»** 26-88. 2Savant. |gg Sm£p±s, 85.
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of the French polio#* Generally, lie thrived in the atmos­
phere of pressure and Intrigue* and managed to increase his 
influence In spite of the rival police units created by
Bemaparle.3
Fouche* a police encompassed two branches! the politi­
cal policei and the public safety police, h^e political 
police maintained vigilance to assure. In so far as they 
could, .continued French support of Hapoleon*# rule.: the
public safety police established and maintained order 
throughout the confines of the French state.1' Fouche, how­
ever, divided the management of his Ministry into six sections 
to facilitate the discharge of his duties. He separated the 
responsibilities according to the importance of execution.
Thefirst division included the most important and delicate 
tasks; these he directed and confined knowledge of their de­
tails to himself. The second division concerned the man­
agement of the general security and secret police of France* 
Fierro-Marie Besmarest, a renegade .priest- who was a confi­
dant of Fouohl*s,5 headed this unit. The third division 
encompassed affaire concerning individual liberty. The fourth 
section concerned matters relating to the emigres. The mat­
ters relegated by Feudal to the fifth .and -sixth sections 
Included the departments of ueeeuitbs and archives*^
3Fouche, Memoirs, 1, xxxlll. F^oresail, Fouche, 1%9* 
5lMd., 15%, %aaelim, Fouche. 1# *58-59*
Napoleon*& attempts to subdivide Fouche*s power 
enjoyed only limited success. Hie counter-police established 
by hie master annoyed Fouche, particularly when napoleon 
appointed hi# enemies to head the unit#* but the existence 
of such unit# also provided a challenge to the Minister* He 
sou#tt to guard hit position by all mean# at hi# command* 
and most of the time he accomplished Chi# end*
femeiti*#. most immediate competitor occupied the poel* 
tiom of Prefect; of. Pari#* Hie. Prefect of Paris# an office 
created In 1800*7 possessed power to utilize governmental 
agents* political *&!*#« and municipal police#^  However* one 
of his more important duties involved spying on the aetivi**
■ ties of the Minister of Police, for Napoleon created this 
office **fo- counteract the all powerful Fouche*, Minister of 
the Police and tacit chief of the republican party.”9
Dubois represented m  admirable choice as an opponent 
to Fouche* for he detested the Police Mini starDuboi s* 
distrust and enmity threatened Fouche1# position particularly 
because■ his reports bypassed momal charnel# for prefect 
report# and reached Napoleon personally, by way of Constant,
B^ulletin dea Lois* B* K* 10* #71* 17 Ventds# fear 
VIII (S March iSSSj* aeries 3* I* 11*4.2$. Monlteur. arrtte of
17 Ventdse fear VIII (8 Mwah 1800} * XJti* Jllf* .
^Foumier* Hanoi eon. 1, 288*
9jean Savant* leg Haploms dg Naooleon (Paris; Libra!** 
rie Hachette* I957)* IS* Hereafter cited as Savant, Be#
Islsss*
^Savant, Lea Prgfets. 30.
Napoleon's valet.11 Despite hie seemingly disadvantageous 
situation, Fouche*s Ingenuity usually enabled him to defeat 
Dubois at hie own game* Fonehe Mew that Dubois possessed 
few »faiau&? Accordingly# when Dubois threatened to expose, 
a given activity of Fouche, the Minister simply searched 
until he uncovered m indiscretion of Dubois#*3 and threat* 
ened him with exposure unless Dubois rawersod. his stand#
Dubois eventually overstepped, his- position in his 
eagerness to discredit Fouehl. He failed to realise that 
his function* as far as Napoleon was concerned, involved 
reporting on Pouch#1 a actions and serving* fey-his very pres* 
mm, as a -deterrent to any nefarious activity cm Fouche*# 
part. In his ignorance he attempted to bring about Fouche*s 
dismissal, when he discovered, in 1808, the Malet Conspiracy.^ 14'
7 Forssell, Foueho# 15O1 Fouche, Memoirs, 1,
238.
Pouch# did, however, possess the right to draw up a 
list of candidates for officers of police in the Prefecture 
of Paris* .Mlletln des Pols. B. 1* 16, #11#.* 8 aeminal fear 
VIII (29 MarSnloOO), "Series 3-* X, 15* Napoleon probably fol* 
lowed his suggestions because Fouche possessed- iultiaate an* 
thority (subject to Napoleon’s) over tee police of Paris, Just 
as he did .in other prefectures* Napoleon did not want to ad* 
versely .affect Fouche1s efficiency, fee lust wished to keep 
track of his Minister’s activities*
12Savant, M g  glllilf* 30.
one case, Dubois threatened to interfere-with 
Fouche"1# usage of tee secret fundi Fouche paid him for silence. 
Then, Fouch# discovered that Dubois was misusing sums from his 
budget* and he used this knowledge to force Dubois to cease 
his blacteailing activities*
^fhe Malet Conspiracy ms a republican plot to dateline 
Napoleon# re-establish the lepufellc and re-establish a pro* 
visional, government of three* Ihe provisional government was 
to include the Marquis de LaFayette, General Moreau, and
He notified Napoleon* who me teen in Spain# in the face 
of Napelean’s repelmaul* ant commentation to Dubois, Fouche 
took refuge in treating the incident as an Unimportant plot 
overdrsmiatlsed by Dubois. Heal ant Desmmrest supported 
their'friend1# version of tee incident« -and Napoleon declined 
to take any punitive action against the Minister. Dubois 
realised teat his position was not as strong .as he had 
hoped* sand'' retreated from hit anti^ fomehl stand*15 in lili* 
Just two years after tee Malet Affair# Napoleon dismissed 
Bafeols for using his office as a test for intrigues#
Napoleon^ # system of cheeks and balances forced fouehl 
to tears his control of the general police with tee Minister 
of Justice* tec controlled tee heads of local adminlstrationj 
tee departeemtiil prefects* who- were subject to his directives^ 
only in tee area of police activity* tee Ecclesiastical Min­
ister# who handled incidents. Involving tee clergy*3-7 and tee 
Minister of tee .Interior* who held responsibility for tee 
municipal polios and tee sanitary police*!® However* ms 
mentioned above*3# internal police restrictions and divisions 
of power were not tee only methods Napoleon employed to curb
General Malet. tee major conspirator# General Malet* had re­
cruited several, .generals and ex-members of tee Convention to 
airport his schemes*
l%ard*. lapoleon. 137# Foresail, Fouche, X7MP5*
l63avant, ££5 Pzmtete* 30. ^Forssell, Fouehe. 150.
^Bulletin dea tslf. B. »* 5^5. #838 ,^ 21 September
* Series^, .XVII ,210-23*
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Fomohl* lit addition to the Counter~pol Ice, he established 
still m m  extensile units, 'the gendarmerie* ■ and the gen** 
darmerle df.elifasu under General Ssv&ry* to mot mm farces In
opposition' to Wouchi*^ In addition, the Emperor directed 
hi s qwi espionage system .against the Mini star of Police, ^  
much ms .Fouche employed spies to Watch his master,
Hmpoleonf s Cotmter^ pOlice, headed by General lammse*^ 
spied •upon the military* Any officer suspected .of being: 
dissatisfied with the status <gm in France received severe 
punishment* he might suffer suspension# imprisonment, or 
deportation* Particularly after to# establishment of the 
Empire* the generals and other high-ranking officers tended 
to oppose Mmpoleon because he trampled upon republican 
ideals Which they supported. ^5 Napoleon also .charged his 
generals to spy on on# another as a safety precaution*^ It
20I%f3®-’ 7^ -89 •
ffanoleom in Council* 96* Foresail# Fouche. 151.
^%orssell* Ponehl* 151*
^According to his Memoirs* Fouche 'maintained spies with** 
in Napoleon*# household* Se paid Bourrlenne, Napoleon's pri** 
vat# secretary, 25, COO francs pa^ smonto for information about 
Bonajmrtet s. activities*
Fouche also paid Josephine for Information# She re** 
eeivsd approximately 1,000 francs daily* He had enjoyed Jose* 
phine* s confidence since before Brumalre. Foresail* Fouche* 
190.) Josephine Informed .him When individuals intriguea with 
Napoleon to- discredit toe Minister* # fhls forewarning enabled 
him to take countermeasures* Fouche* Memoirs# I# rxxiii*
xraevi* 76, 1 2 9,
i'u. 25ibid.. 191.
is clear* them* that Fouehe held m  monopoly on napoleon’s 
distrust* Cemeimlly* militia crimes and offenses affecting 
the military remained within the Jurisdiction of the mill# 
tary polio# smdtth# military courts* fhe military polio# 
INstrolled the f ortif loations, buildings, and the general con* 
fines of the military estaMlshment •
The gendarmerie represented the most widespread and 
one of the meat* if not the mat* important oomier»pollo# 
units In Frame#* it placed m very major role in the enforce­
ment of law and the maintenance of public order taring 
lapol^ eon'*# reign* St&e gendarmerie* a fuasl*«iliSary forte*; 
which possessed many .similarities to the modem’ state mill** 
tta* augmented civil authority and served tee military 
branch of the government#®
Prior to Hapoleon’s rise to power* the French national. 
gendarmerie listed under the Boarbmi regime as a royal 
guard. although it represented only a 
force*’3® • In this capacity* the gendarme.# accompanied the 
King and royal princes and acted in accordance with their 
o r d e r s *31 The royal gendarmes entered Into armed conflict 
only whan a royal personage participated in such a conflict*
u n . til* #75^ 3* at December
2%ianc, iggaijga acK* a*
ter# were »* * * 32 brigade.#* S 
and light horse* « * #:|f*. XMd.
aOroir* Franc# %  the Eighteenth Century. 108#
3%h#y des 8 squadrons and liOi
These undoubtedly were a well-drilled, hand-picked
group whose loyalty to the crown was unquestioned*
fhe french Bevolution removed. the purpose for which 
the gendarmerie had existed* by removing the reigning monarch, 
and the royal gendarmes a p p a r e n t l y  lost importance with the
dissolution of the monarchy* the ^ endarmeria reappeared* how-* 
ever* when it was reorganized in the Xe&r Ti (1798.) *3^  fhi# 
re-organization established the national gendamerie as a type 
of polio© force*
Bonaparte1© ascendance resulted in another change for 
the ^ endamerle* By a decree of 8 Germinal year ¥111 (29 
Harch 1800}* he provided a commanding officer for the force* 
established the chain of command# and provided the
■with a. prime objective for their exlstence«*-the achievement 
of security within F r a n c e . 3 5  The Inspector General of the 
national gendarmerie received# by this decree*, the respon* 
si bill ty for ,f. * * the general surveillance and direction
of all which concerns the service of the
**36 The chain of command, established by First Consul
3%he records of the provisional, levoiutlonary govern** 
ments and of the Bireetoty mention the gendarmerie .infra 
until it is reorganized by the law of the'’ ieer VI (1798>
Hanc* I2E*
35Bulletin des Lois, B* M**18* 
¥111 (29 March l8Wl* Series 3* I, 8 
¥111 (3 April 180O)* xxi* 779-80.
* 8 Germinal Xear
* 13 Germinal
Ibid* A n  inspector General in the French army was not 
necessarily of general officer rank* a colonel could be m  In** 
specter General* a major might be, but seldom received such m  
appointment. For instance* in 1799# Colonel Auguste Mazmomt was 
the Injector General, for 8§maparte*s Egyptian campaign*
Bonaparte made the Inspector General yespomaible to three 
ministers, the Ministers of War# Police, .and Justice#37 the 
Inspector' General reported to each Minister concerning the 
dmti.ee. which the gendarmerie fulfilled, in connection with 
the .particular Minister1 s post. He reported to the Minister 
of War concerning the actions of the gendarmes assigned to 
projects affecting the war Ministry! such as conscripts*, 
deserters* and surveiXlance duties allied to the military*38 
The inspector General reported to the Minister of 
Police concerning the activity of the gendarmerie relating, 
to internal security and occurrences within the Carders of 
French-held lands* For example, 'this Minister received, in­
formation concerning civilian passes* leaves of military 
officers* and the activities of suspected, individuals who 
might conceivahly threaten the security of the state.3®
the inspector General also reported to the Minister of 
Justice. His responsl'bility to this official involved is­
suing a report setting forth the actions performed by of­
ficers of the gendarmerie attached to the Judiciary and the 
Judicial police***®
General Adrien Momcey received the important appoint- 
ment as Inspector General of the sgendarmerie. Moncey, a 
respected army officer''* served Bonaparte as head of the na­
tional mm&mmml® under the Consulate .and Momeey*e
* * * 8-f
^Blanc, Hapoleon i m * 90-91.
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m m e m  In sewing 'time# Ministers and satisfying til# Cor­
sican speto well for 'ill# abilities as a diplomat and organ** 
iger* - mm well mm a commander*
the division of fesi^ meibllity and of «mlti»at# 
authority1* In the control of the .gendarmerie* within the 
fore# itself the organisation closely resembled that of m  
army* /Th#- titles of officers and divisions paralleled those 
of Mi# French army.^ 2 The line of command, from Koncey on 
down# also paralleled that of the army* In addition# pro­
motion within the ran&s occurred after nomination had been 
made#' by officers# to the Minister of Mar# and he .had 
granted his approval to the promotion* ^3
Ohsimela of oetmamAoatiom between gendarmes' usually 
followed regular army lines from lower-ranhing to
their immediate superiors* In some instances* however*
Honcey corresponded directly with a lower-ranging gendarme*
A provision of the decree of 8 Germinal rear VIII required 
that all complaints of injustice proceed directly to the 
inspector General*^ In all other cases* however* the
Bo i s* B* h * IS* #121.* 8 Germinal Year
VIII {Z9 March 18GO/* series 3* I.
ibid* , 8* An increase in Mi# number of
oc^ curreCoHIy after Bonaparte gave his approval to "'the re- 
guest for .an increase in personnel*’ The xegaeat for addi­
tional. meii 'Cam# from Mi# Minister of War. napoleon 1# 
Gor^ .iPOni#iMe dg M.anoleon xe? (32 vole* Bari si Imprimerie 
fmperiale# "18S$^ 8§f)-*. Mmmmmm to the- Minister of War* If 
.March -iSoS* XVI*. #13660* 498-99* .Hereafter cited as Map#- 
loon*
hols* 8. M* 18* #121* 8 Germinal Year 
torch i8ooT* series 3# 1. 11*
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ca p t a i n  o f  the co m p a n y  reported to the c h i e f  o f  squadron mho  
r eported to the c h i e f  o f  division. The chief of d i v i s i o n  
m a d e  the repo r t  to Moncey, a n d  h e  r e p o r t e d  to the a p p r o p r i a t e  
H i n l s t e r . ^ S  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  the r e p o r t s  to the I n s p e c t o r  
General, t h e  g e ndarmerie o f f i c e r s  submitted r e p o r t s  to  t h e  
pr e f e c t  to t h e m  t h e y  w e r e  a s s i g n e d . ^
13a# contingents o f  the Napol e o n i c  n a t i o n a l  gendarmerie  
c o n t a i n e d  b o t h  i n f a n t ^  m d  c a v a l r y  soldier a #  it t o t  ton* 
d o r  the B o u r h o n s . 1^  H i #  g e n d a r m es u s u a l l y  ©am# to the force 
a #  trained soldiers, a d e q u a t e l y  e q u i p p e d  to h a n d l e  the type 
o f  w o r k  required o f  them# the soldiers who a p p l i e d  for mesa** 
h e r s h i p  In. t h e  i ^ ^ a a g a e r i #  u s u a l l y  joined a f t e r  t h eir retire** 
m e n f  from a c t i v e  m i l i t a r y  s e r v i c e . ^  t h e  accep t a n c e  o f  a  
significant n u m b e r  o f  r e t i r e d  a » y  v e t e r a n s  p r o d u c e d  a 
coarsening e f f e c t  u p o n  t h e  f o r c e s . 50
~ it rf f' Ia J  ts\ C.
American army ranks corresponding to 
the French ranks are a# followst Major ** Chief of Squadroni 
oolonei, * 0tilef of mirieioni Bxlga&iar Gmmm1 <* ihief -of 3g&# 
gadei Major^ &eneral ■* colonel ©enerals Lieu tenant tenetal * 
Oenerali ##m#ral ** General of Army* ©emeyal of the Amy *■ her** 
shall 15 stars) i the sous^f floors equal the American non* 
cossmissioned officers of undetermined rank*
^ N a p o l e o n ,  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e » o r d e r  f r o m  Napoleon, If 
A p r i l  1800, ' i a p o l e o h  to Fouche, 29 W o r m *
h e r  I S 00* ?I* #5190# 0 5 ^ 5 6 *
^LaOroiiE.#.' Fran c #  I n  t h #  S i g h t e s n t h  C e n t u r y , 108,
^9B u l l # t i n  dee & glfe B. N . #339,. 3 .ir^idialaire 
f e a r  t X  t W S e p l m S e r ^ i S l ) , ser i e s  3# 11, 1* F o r  d e t a i l s  of 
the i n d u ction procedure, sees I h i d .. l«a*
I n d i v i d u a l s  d e s i r o u s  o f  e ntering t h e  service o f  t h e  m m < * 
d a m e r l #  a p p e a r e d  b e f o r e  the d e p a r t m e n t a l ' council o f  A d s i i m s *  
h n m i t  w h i c h  d e c i d e  A e t h e r  -or not to a c c e p t  the recruit.
50ls£sa«. 8 1 .
Bonaparte significantly augmented the force of the 
gendarmerie by a decree of the tear IX (1801), This decree 
provided for the establishment of a legion of gendarmerie 
a*elite, to be formed by transferring veteran national gen** 
dames to its ranks.51 The newly-created gendarmerie* 
consi sting of 600 men, 52 received the assignment of maintain* 
img the security of the seat of government, P a r i  s .  53 %n 
reality, however, Napoleon established the gendarmerie d» elite 
with a dual purpose in mindi guaranteeing the security of 
Paris* and curbing the growing power of Fouche.5^  He fur­
ther implemented thi s latter objective by appointing an arch 
enemy of Foaoblfs, General Alme-Jean savary, to command the 
Parisian force.55
The duties of the gendarmerie depended upon the Minis* 
ter to whom individual units were assigned. All three Min** 
latere. Police, War, and Justice, directed a contingent of 
gendarmerie, which, apparently , was permanently attached to 
their Ministry, and they all had the right to call upon Moncey 
to supply needed additional forces. Under the auspices of
^Bulletin des Lois. B. N, 95, #792, 12 Thermidor rear 
XI (JO JuSylI53), Series 3# III# 250,
Bonaparte, a lover of the classics and classical litera­
ture, at first organised and named his military units in the 
same fashion as the Homans {legions* cohorts, etc.) The 
French army was not divided Into divisions, corps, and armies, 
after the Prussian model* until late 1811 and early 1812#
52$MS*' 249. 53iMd.. 251.
S^elchoir-Bonnet, Savary. 114» Fouohe. Memoirs. 1, xliv.
*5p©ttehe, Memoirs. I. xliv; Ward. Mapoleon. 16t Melchoir- 
Boimefc, Savary. 117-' '
the three departments, therefore, the Napoleonic 
operated throughout French terrltory,5^  and Issued dally 
reports setting forth an account of the happenings in their 
respective areas.5?
In accordance with their duties to the Mini stars, the
were charged with the responsibll 11 y for insuring
the safety of travelers ant couriers on the roads of France# 
and generally for assuring the interior tranquillity of the 
S t a t e . 58 $he decree of 8 Germinal year VIII (29 March 1800) 
empowered the gendarmerie to Insure safety on the roads by
escorting individuals or vehicles# if n e c e s s a r y . 59 Bonaparte 
also charged, the gendarmerie to rid the countryside of bri* 
gands by chasing them down and arresting them.^ O
as a part of the effort to rid French territory of 
brigands* the Consul authorised the formation of special 
courts empowered to try individuals accused of vagabondage# 
brigandage, seditions actions against the State# and other
to Council. 96
.#* imest d’Hautevlve# {& Police
Sa -aMressfs
l»jmnlreSrM^ wIS* rfiSa* Xlhr&lrie Academique Perrin etf 
Cl©.# 19<i)8^ i963) * Bulletin of If Brumaire fear XIII (9 Nov­
ember 1804), l| #521# Iff. Hereafter cited as Hauterive,
Ba Po3^ Secrete.
5%adeXln# Fouche, I# 450# 
fill (2^
des Lois. B* N*
SST# series 3# 1# 11.
# 8 Germinal fear
*Ibid., 12s Madelin# Fouche, I# h5§* Napoleon# Cor<» 
mce# Napoleon to Fouche# 12 November 1800, Vl,"#5177,
0 1
s i m i l a r  c r i m e s # ^  The m m i m m m l a  brought m m  a c c u s e d  he* 
f o m  M s  s p e c i a l  c o u r t  a n d  t e s t i f i e d  a s  t o  t h e  o i r c i u K S t a n e e s  
o f  t h e  c r i m e  c o m m i t t e d ,  a s  w i t n e s s e s  f o r  t h e  s t a t e * ^ 2  T h e  
c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  s p e c i a l  t r i b u n a l s  e x p e d i t e d  t h e  d i s s o l u t i o n  
of' t h e  b r i g a n d  b a n d s ,  f o r  t h e  J u s t i o e  m e t e d  o u t  h r  t h e  b r i ~  
b u r e l s  p r o v e d  t o  b e  q u i c k  ( u s u a l l y  w i t h i n  Zk h o u r s } 6 3  a n d  
u s u a l l y  f a t a l  t o  m m  c r i m i n a l . c h a r g e d #
the rapid reduction of the incidence of brigandage and 
vagabondage resulted# also, from the character of the #en* 
darmes themselves. The p-endarmerie, as baa been mentioned, 
recruited many retired army men^ to augment their ranks# 
These Individuals represented a Mrough and ready1* contingent 
of battle-*hardened police# generally desirous of action#
The annals of the secret Police Indicate that departmental 
prefects# who abhorred the brutality, callousness# disrespect# 
and generally incorrigible attitude of the gendarmerie, mom* 
stamfcly complained, to- the Inspector General concerning the 
behavior of his troope^S The repressive effect of this
^Bulletin Aes Lola. S. 68, #527. 18 nxrxbtm tmx
IX (7 February 183TT, Series 3. II* 303-05.
^2ibld,. 30'5«06* Half «f the jjuftga* far the special
courts were civilian Judges* and half were military' Judges*
63iPM* • 387* Pratt, The flnlZA .SlU Jfeft OSSE* 1*7.
78*
5^por examples of these reports, seat Hauterive, Jja
Police Secrete, Bulletin of 88 Oermimal fear XIII (12 Apr11 
IBlfT? f, #liSy, 372$ Bulletin of 8 Messidor Mear XIII (2? 
dune 1803)# I# #!5&1* 9^5#
motley force upon brigands# potential lawbreakers* and hon- 
eat citizens cannot be overlooked# The gendarmes enjoyed 
the protection of the law and three governmental Hinistore, 
and they seldom received rebukes from their superiors* m* 
eept for Instances of corruption or disaffection with Napo­
leonic r u l e , 66 freedom granted them by the admlnistra-
Cion might be considered to have been a type of reward for 
maintaining peach and tranquillity among the populace* The 
very ferocity with which the gendarmerie performed their 
tasks encouraged citizens to remain honest* either through 
respect for the gendarmes1 efficiency or* more likely* 
through simple fear of them* The presence of the awe-inspir­
ing gendarmes throughout France and French possessions, 
while providing ample grounds for the charge that France 
existed, as a police state* also served as a deterrent to 
lawlessness^? $he ruthlessness with which the gendarmerie 
pursued the brigands, C h o u a n s * 6 8  and deserters, provides 
mute testimony of police efficiency#
The efficiency of gendarmerie operation led the govern* 
ment to grant it ever increasing amounts of authority# with
66rbid., Bulletin of 26 FlorSal Year X1XI (16 May 
1805)# iTWS^S. 2^8s Bulletin of 10 PluviOse Xear XIII 
(30 January 1805), I, #851, 2?Q.
6?lbld** Bulletin of 10 Nivdse Tear XXIX (31 December 
180t), l7W26, 229*
6^chouans were individuals, usually loyalist sympa­
thizers, in revolt against the Revolutionary governments, and 
later, Napoleon* Their stronghold was in the west of Fiance, 
especially in the Vendee*
the result that the growing power of the gsndaimisrlt over 
civil authorities was deplored by the prefect of 1* Eure In 
1806* The prefect opposed the change which allowed gendarmes 
to operate without first obtaining a warrant for arrest 
from a civil magi .strata# because he believed that allowing- 
the gendarmes to act* without any check from the civil author** 
ity resulted in n* . • repressive justice /phXoh? save a 
purely military appearance to the regime, * * «tf^  The pro** 
fact*'® complaint attests to the feasibility of the label 
police state*1 in connection with Napoleon* s Empire.
The gendarmerie saw service whenever a militaristic 
police force appeared to be required to settle disturbance®,
©r to insure the security of an area* The force, for example, 
suppressed violations and rebellions in the provinces of 
France* particularly in the West, in the early years of Napo- 
leon*s rule*?® After the defeat of the rebellious Chouaas 
in me met in 1802, the gendarmerie entered the area and 
controlled it inaa manner akin to martial law.?3* similar 
assignments appeared during the Napoleonic wars when Napoleon 
placed subjected areas tinder memd&rat# control-#?2
69Aulard. iSMSS M  IdSBM* 193.
7%autarlve, La Police seereta. Bulletin of 12 Vendenl- 
aire Year XIII (A October l8o4). I. £379, 121i Bulletin of 14 
Brumalre Year H U  (6 November 1804)* I, #506# 160» Bulletin 
of ? Brumaire Year XIII <29 October 18o4), I, #480, 153* Monl- 
teur. i Ventdse Yeas* fill (27 February 1800), -XXI, 630j Napo­
leon, Oorresoondence. order from Napoleon, 19 April 1800* VI, 
#4720. 280-811 Forssell, Fouche. 155.
■?lward, Kanoleon* 16.
72Lozere, Napoleon, in Council. 231.
fhe civil duties of the extended to the
suppression of brawls and riots, as we11 as rebellions
against; the goveriment.^ 3 In this' same local polio© capae*
bemptiiiif ■.to stir up mbi*&ev©rment&X feeling*^ This 
latter 'funotion embodied much of the overall worth of the 
mm&aamarla in the maintenance of internal security# fhe
and its inhabitants so well that they oould identify the 
probable malcontents, and oould supply this information if 
it' should he necessary to' trace treasonous plots or seditious
Momey* s forces, aided again- by their ability to 
recogaljz© inhabitants of their area -and to identify strangers# 
captured deserters and recalcitrant conscripts# . The local 
gendarmes* knowledge of loeal. topography simplified the dif* 
ficulty of tracing the deserters# and made the gendarmerie 
theemost logical force to perform this duty * the practice 
of paying the gendarmes for each deserter captured, however, 
proved to be too great a temptation for the more dishonest
P^ iMd## Bulletin of 12 flnviis© year fill Cl Febru** 
ary iWiTTT# #861, 2?3#
.f%Mds# Billet in of 26 Pluviise fear fill (1? Beoem* 
her IMWTf* #6?lt 211*
watched and reported on individuals at*
stationed in a particular area knew the terrain
printing#^
members* ft*® gendarmes sometime© attempted to arrest sol*- 
Hers mi marines with legitimate leave papers in order to 
collect the reward*?®
In addition to polios duty* the local lomdarmerle also.
aided 'the war Ministry in the matter of oemeeylptiom* Hi®
*
local gendarme brigade leader received a list of conscripts 
drawn from his locality* the gendarmerie were responsible 
for making sore that the conscripts reported before the 
Cornell of Recruitment* ?? Although the conscription system 
worked quite well* tiff lenities arose from time to time when 
a greedy gendarme attempted to- extort money from the parents 
of a oonseri.pt*?® Ihe actual frequency of such an abuse 
remains m matters of "conjecture* for the prefect© recorded 
only these instances where the victims complained, to the 
prefect about the extortion*.
lesponsibility for the transfer and guarding of pris* 
oners* both civil and military* rested with the national
?%Md.«*. Bulletin of 1 Ventds© fear xiil 12© February 
1S©5) * £T#f39* m l  maikMn dea lols* B. n. 3* #6* 13 
Fiairial fear XII (2 M m  IlSffrs^Ias #, I* #1**#2.
??fh® Council of Hecrultment decided upon the aeeep**
tahiliby #f a particular recruit* Hie Council included a
fsndarmerlc officer* the prefect*- the superior Commandant 
n 'the department, the bnder-laspeetor of Bevues* .and the 
Captain of aeerHtmemb* Bulletin des lois* B* w* 3* #6*
13 Fralrial itear XII (2 JtmelBW )Ts eliei #t l. #2* Ibid** 
B* N* -M*. ##52* 8 MlvBse fear XIII (29 December 16f#)*"" 
Series #.* II*. 1811 Bauterlv®. tM Folic® secrete* Bulletin 
of 22 Milm m  lear XXXX (12 JanwrFtiWlTTvWT'S * 2#5*
See Bulletin des hols* B* .1* 2d* ##52* 8 Mlvbse fear XXXX 
(29 SSeiifeSy useries #* II. 135*86, for details of
the conscription procedure*
?%&aterlve* L& Folio® Secret®* Bulletin of 8 Messldor 
rear XIII (Jtytopm* HfePvf* lfpfr#95^ I** the duties
geMarmerkm .79 If a Rondarm© lost a prisoner because of 
carelessness on his part, ho suffered the penalty of arrest 
for his laxity,^ ® This Ingenious and Inflexible punishment 
encouraged the assigned to guard prisoners to
maintain rigid vigilance, ■
napoleon'4s judicious usage of this versatile police 
force included assigning the Rendarmerie to aid in the m** 
foreement of the Continental Blockade. The gendarmes, 
under the direction of the Minister of Folic©, Fouche, 
supervised the license system inaugurated by Napoleon to 
facilitate the operation of his Blochade policies#®* In 
this regard, Fouche was leas than, .satisfied with the services 
of the- gendarmerie, and lodged a complaint that the w 
service of the gendarmerie- is d e p l o r a b l e * ^ 2 the Mini sterns 
complaint might have resulted from hie dissatisfaction with 
Hapoleom*s Blockade,^ or, his complaint might have been an
relating to the ©nfoyceiaeht of conscription and the capture 
of deserters, the gendarmerie were responsible to Fouche*
79lbld,, Bulletin of 18 Germinal Xear XIXI (8 April 
1805), I,#1148'* 1 Bulletin of %6 Brumaire Xear XIII (if
November 180&), I, $556 • %??-$. Napoleon, aorresnondence, K**- 
poleon -to. Peuchi, if January 1801, vx*
°^Hauteriv©, ia Folio© Secrete, Bulletin of ? Frimair© 
Xear Xlii (28 November ilw), I* ISo^ , 190.
^Fmnk Melvin, Mappleon4.s layjgatipn Svitemi. a study 
of .Trad© Control iMrlngT^^ liew ToMt
D. ‘ l^IstoE^Em Co,7 l?lf}V 9l^ 9f7 iereafter cited
as italvia# Navigation,
8$Smvittifet. les Frefetg* 81,
83pouche opposed Napoleon1 a system of blockade on the 
grounds that the blockade was injurious to France# He
87
of hie wltt* &h# Independent attitude
cathibitcd by the f&mm mdtr his direction*
The French Minister* of Police Insisted upon retaining corn** 
p&et* oontioloOTer ell police action* and the isandarmeMe 
B%mp%7'.refhset -to accede to this situation.
VhoAw fonch€fs direction,, the police forces regelated 
the passengers and mail allowed on licensed ireisels, eaper** 
tlsed' the issuance of licenses-, and p&rMeipsted in the .iwn 
relllance of the coastal and interior waterways of France*®^ 
Ihe jurisdiction of the police, in this coraectlon, included 
the supervision, and search, of all licensed vessels touche 
ing Prench^controlled land#®5
In connection with the enfo.rc@ment of the Blochade* 
gendarmerie units aided Customs officials in the surveillance 
of the borders (to halt traffic in contraband),^ and seised 
shipments ©f contraband goods.8? Is the process ©f perform­
ing these duties* the gendarmes fought smugglers (vessels
favored a ■liberalization of policies toward neutral trade—  
particularly that with the United States* Napoleon, however, 
refused to revise hi* attitudes. Melvin, Navigation. 71,
%-bld., 351
-91! Edward Fraser* 
and
'Hereafter
8%auterlve, 
tear XIII (1 March
the. 0
* Brentano* e, 
as Fraser, Napoleon the jtflgjg*
Police Secrete. Bulletin of 10 VentOse
“ 7*17 fffSfll^lS.
 Bulletin of 13 VentOse Year XIII (3 January
*  lT~¥?35t 233.
without licenses) and captured British spies*®® these same
definitely' participated in cargo seizures which resulted from 
the decree of id frtoalre fear XI #7 Mssmfe&r £802)-* toeerd# 
tog to this decree* the forces which captured contraband 
cargoes received a percentage of the sale value of the car-* 
ge«^ ® this provision had the obvious* and desired* effect*#* 
that Of abepptog#up teisures and confiscation of contraband 
hr MapOIeon1 s goialrenrs.9i
the national gendarmerie operated to the above-mentioned 
MpM&tiM in ail parts of Napoleon* s mplre.92 h^e wide- 
spread, usage of these militaristic policemen gave Napoleon 
a national police with broadly-based authority and troops
s%Md** Bulletin of 6 v m M m  fear xill (25 Febanuay 
liis)'*' f*t9st* 307*
®9for details of American ships seised to Italian ports 
during the Continental Blockade* seat lobu B* Harrison*
"The Continental system in Italy as Eevealed by iaaeriesh 
Commerce" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation* Department of 
History* University of Miseonsto)* 51-105.
of infantry* cavdry* and gendarmerie. Napoleon established 
these forces by decree on 16 Frucfidor fear X (3 September 
£802) to combat the traffic to contraband. Bulletin dee 
tois* B*. N. 212*' #1960* 16 Fructidor fear X {3 Septsm’bei' 1802) > 
Ssries 3,. VI, # 5,
9%allstto dee M|s* B. N. 422* #7712. 22 February lilt* 
Series 4. 'Iffr'iBf*l 8 K * B. n. til* #5162* 25 December 1809. 
series 4* XII* 87? lH17. B* I* 399* #7393* 19 October 1811*' 
series 4* XV* 3S®**#«
gendarmes undoubtedly pajrticipatet to the eeisure of toerl* 
can, and other neutral.* ships and cargoes.®9 The gendarmsr;
9%mnetin tea tola* 1* N. 231* #2132* 16 Friuli* x w  
XI (7 DeeiSSr iifij*. Series- 3* vii* 119-90.
91^ alaia?eu^ s wars eo&mamiee of «Skoek troot>s° made 110 
ruthless enough to enforce hie commands, as such, the gen­
darmerie formed, an Important part of the Napoleonic police . 
sy stem»
CHAPTER V
le m m a w m
The ‘breadth of Fouche* a activities in the pursuit of 
order in France represents a truly awe-inspiring under­
taking* Hie widely-separated duties encompassed virtually 
all aspects of public order and law* lie talent for dif­
ferentiating between the leaser daties* which he delegated 
to subordinates, and the more critical ones# which he held 
to himself# enabled him to maintain successfully, interior 
order during the periods of war which marked his ministries.
The mechanical organization of his own police units allowed 
him to guarantee the Internal security of Napoleon* s realm.
When Fouche became Police Minister in 1799* the 
chaotic internal situation in Prance offered little protec­
tion to the citizens. Brigands and malcontents operated 
with virtual impunity, and travelers on the roads of Prance 
proceeded at their own risk* One of his first programs aimed 
at the establishment of security within the country. To 
gain this end* be moved against the brigands and Royalist 
dissidents*^  To facilitate the police operation against the 
brigands, Fouche utilized the gendarme troops at his disposal*^
F^ournier# Hapoieen. I# 265-66. %nprgi., 80-82*
90
Special tribunals, first established in 1001* provided 
speedy justice for captured lawbreakers. The special courts^  
meted out harsh punishment to the brigands and loyalists 
brought before than* and their decision could not be ap­
pealed by the accused*1* ab a result of the concerted effort 
against lawlessness* by dune 1800* the roads of France were 
safe for travel*5 The battle against the brigands also fos­
tered the development' of central control within the French 
police by unifying all aspects of the police system against
T^he special courts heard complaints against individ­
uals accused of ©rimes against the security of the state# 
►etlm dss M M *  B* N* 68, #687* 18 Pluvldee fear IX 
>ruary lloff* Series 3* II* 303-09; Sunra.. 80-81.
 ______ eg Lois. B* ff* 68* #527* 18 Fluvldse fear
IX (7 February 18§1), series 3. II* 308i Ward* Napoleon. 16* 
Laws establishing special tribunals in all parts of 
France were passed during 1801-02. Virtual carte blanche 
was given to the forces assigned to halt hrigandige* mm 
forces pursuing brigands were allowed to pursue their quarry 
without regard to departmental boundaries or jurisdiction.
For decrees establishing special tribunals* see* 
Bulletin das Lois. B* N. 58* #t23* 29 Fflmaire Year IX (20 
leomBer XSoolT Series 3, II, 165-661 B. M. 69* #535* t Ven- 
tdse Year IX {3 february ISO!)* Series 3, II* 318^ 191 B* w# 
101, #850* 23 Fructidor Year IX (10 September 1801), Series 
3; ill* 35lt I# K# 199* #1705* 13 VentBse Year x (ft March 
1802)* series 3* 71* t27i 1* su 101, #851* 23 Fructidor Year
IX (10 September 1801)* Series 3* III* 352j B. n. 280*
#179ft* 22 Prairial Year x (11 June 1802), Series 3. 71* *t6f 
B. N. 212* #1903* 21 Fructidor Year X (8 September 1802), 
series 3, VI, 678*
In lido napoleon spoke against the special tribunals 
and said that they should be dispensed with because they 
were «* * . inconsistent with the common rights * • v« and 
had been formed for one specific purpose which was no longer 
causing difficulty* Now% they should be disbanded to make way 
for provost courts. Lozere, Naooleon in Connell. 229*
5pratt, jgj© Implre and the qiory, lb?.
f t
a common foe. Napoleon dir acted Fouche* $ action#,^  and the 
Police Minister directed the action# of him subordinates*
The sotlvitie# of the police in their attempt to clear the 
threat of brigandage from the departments received wide* 
spread* and generally favorable, coverage in the Konlteur.7 
A drive to rid the country of the Chouan malcontents accom­
panied the one against brigandage. Captured Chouane were 
charged before the special courts Just as the brigands were.
One to the logical and factual cooperation -formerly, 
and still, existing between the Chouans and the emigres, 
PoueheVs duties of surveillance were Infinitely increased by 
the amnesty granted emigres on 26 April 1802.® In addition* 
he received the responsibility for Issuing emigre pass*
N^apoleon, Cor re snon&enc e * Napoleon to Fouche, 2? Mas* 
sidor Year IX (l6 Juiy l801O t 7II, #5639, Napoleon
to Fouche* 18 BruMSlre Year IX (9 November 1800; * VI* #5166* 
6.31-32*.
.%onlteur. 1? Pluvldse Year, Vlll (6 February 1800),
XXI* #1 w r & m  14 Vendemlaire Year VIII (6 October 1799) ,
XXI, #14, 51i 8 Friaaire fear VIII {30 Beosmbpr 1799)* XXI*
#68* 868# Bee also ifsuteriwe. La Police secrete. Bulletin 
of 27 ttivdee Year xill (17 Jsauiary'1SS5) * I * HIS0 * 2531 and
Ernest d*Bsnterlv#* Napoleon et ea Police (Paris: Flammarlon
et Cie*, 19^ 2), 60-?3*Hereafter cite&as Hauterive, Polices 
and Sunra* * 80-82, for additional Information regarding 
police^ activities against the brigands In French territory*
%ard* Nanoleon* I8-19i Hauterive* Police. 64* 90-91* 
According to Hauterive* the two tens* Chouan and brigand* 
might be used Interchangeably during the first years of Na­
poleon* s regime* Hauterlv©. Police* 61*
The decree of 1802 granted amnesty to emigres who had 
not conspired against the Republic or accented foreign offices, 
The emigres had to return by 1 Vendlmlalre Year XI (23 Septem­
ber 1802) and take an oath (administered by the police) of 
fidelity to the Constitution* A decree* Issued in 1800* had 
allowed only nobles to return.
Napoleon, Correspondence, Napoleon to Fouche, 21 Bim- 
maire Year IX (12 November ifiOO), VI, #5177, 640,
ports, 9 and for checking on the emigres who possessed Eng­
lish passports.!0 Napoleon also delegated the responsibillty
for handling all problems concerning the returning emigres 
to Pouch!#^ ! In- the performance of this duty, the Mini star 
established a far-flung spy system and placed many ex-emigres 
under police surveillance, frequently in accordance with na­
poleon*® orders.^ Pouch! tendered periodic reports concern­
ing the status of the loyalist situation to Bonaparte*13 
To facilitate- his control over the- loyalist element# 
Pouch! endeavored to keep the movement w. * . within bounds* 
conquered by care and patience* leavened by police supervis­
ion and controlled from within.11!** By formulating complete 
records1^  .#f ohouam broublemakers* and by .convincing, the
H^apoleon* Corre spondenoe, Napoleon to Fouche, 8 Ther- 
mi dor Year VIII (If :M y  1 8 WJ"* VI, #5 0 3 1* 5 3?*
10lbld.* Napoleon to Fouche, 22 Vendemialre Year X (It 
OctoberiMl)* Vll, #5806, 36?-68s 23 Vendemiaire Year X 
(15 October 1801)* VII* #5S|3# 3?2.
For a resume of Fouche* s continued actions against the 
emigres. throu#iout his Ministries* sees Hauterive, Police* 
91-105*
^Bulletin dec Lois* B* N. 8* #60, 11 Ventdse Year VIII
(2  M a r c F f t io T T  S e r l e s f l  I* 1 -2 .
i%apoleon* Corresnondenoe* Napoleon to Fouche* 11 Bru- 
maire Year X (2 NHeSErlSEIT VII* #5856* 399-^ 00*
^%oniteur, 23 Frimalre Year VIII (1% December 1799)* 
xxi* #i83*32S-29.
!%br ssell* Fouche* 100-01.
!5Fouche compiled a list of all the ports, taverns, es­
cape routes* etc.* used by the Boyallsts* which he called the 
tone graphic choua.nl aue. Another compilation Included more 
t h a n d e s c r i p t i o n s *  the Mograbhle oheuan- 
loue. 'The lists were used to identify and apprehend the"' 
criminals# XMd. * 1 6 1*6 2f Bauterive, Belles, 6k.
9k
Heysiisft of Mi fiWitHi attitude toward them,^ Fouche 
managed to reduce Royalist endeavors animat Napoleonic rule 
to relative ineffectiveness*3^' However*, in the event that a 
particular individual refused to accept the governmental 
viewpoint:* he might easily he removed* for the Felice Minis* 
ter regulated the prisons* In this capacity* the Minister 
possessed authority to imprison individuals who »• * . could 
not he brought to trial without inconvenience /to the statej?”3^  
■Powers such as those suggested above enabled. Fottchl to 
deprive the Royalists of their leaders and take much of the 
spirit' from their movement* 41 though he succeeded in -con## 
trailing the more grandiose schemes, the Royalists continued 
to .intrigue with England and required 'Continued surveillance 
throughout the duration of Napoleon* s rule*
^Foueh! interceded for the Royalists at various times 
and endeavored to maintain their support by facilitating the 
return of the emigres (Pratt* Sfes M g i p  fS& £ M  SiffiBE*
09) p and by aiding some of them in their attests to gain, re* 
dress for seised lands* He also managed to interfere* on 
occasion* to save a few Individuals from punishment at Nape* 
Icon*a order* Forssell. Fouche* 126, 185~87* Fouche* lemclrs* 
I* m .
1 F^orssell, Fouche* 158-60*
tor a detailed* if ehronologleally confused.* treatment 
of Chouan~police dealings under Napoleon1 s rule* see Ernest 
Baudot* La Police et las Oheuana sous le Gonsulat et lf.gpire 
1800-1815 (S£d M*i Paris* E* Plon, Nourfit etcie*, lifsfV 
i^ lIpV’ lereafter cited as Baudot* £*& Fpll.ee *
^Lozere, Naooleon In Council, 21?*
the high security, or slate/prisons. {Saumur, Ham* If* 
Fierrechdtel, Vincennes) housed political offenders* those 
guilty of lesser crimes were incarcerated in workhouses, less 
formidable prisons* or were #eonf ined to a residence in a specie 
fled area* Forssell, Fouche* 156*»57i Fouche* Memoirs-, 1, 23^ *
Fouche Insured control of both his police and the law** 
loss elements in Franco by judicious usage of his secret 
police*, fhe secret police represented an exceedingly import 
baht facet of the Ministry of Police, and depended strictly 
upon Feuctil for direction and management, Napoleon depended 
greatly upon this branch and allowed his Polio# Minister 
considerable latitude in its administration*
ostensibly a branch of the superior, or high, police, 
which were concerned with any activity affecting the security 
of France or its people, the secret polio# actually repra* 
seated the superior police* Feuoh# utilised the secret 
police to maintain contact with interior, as well as exterior, 
events affecting France* Napoleon felt that the duties of 
the high police should not be too carefully defined, n* * # 
as, by its nature, It « * * ^ad7 something vague about 
it.,,3*9 fue breadth of this interpretation presented the Min* 
later of Police with considerable freedom to widen the scope 
of the high police activities*
the ■superior polio# handled the duty of keeping, track 
of the activities of foreign countries* The foreign police, 
made up of people, paid to- live in specified areas of the 
country to which they were assigned, owed no allegiance to 
the Minister of Foreign affairs or to Napoleon, they reported 
to- Fouche who interpreted and edited their reports before- 
presenting them to the Emperor* Fouche held sol# control of
^Boslre, l^ apoleon In Go^cll, 221? supra*, 69*
these agents*20 He
* * * held in • * * #1§? hands the most impcg^ * 
tant strings of foreign polities* and * . * /ngf 
discharged, in conjunction with the chief of the 
government* a task eapahle of controlling or bal~ 
aneing ■ that of the minister charged with the 
function of foreign relations*^ '
fonohl did not direct the only Spies wording in for* 
sign conn tries* hut his represented the only spies connected 
with the French secret police* Both the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and. Hapoleon maintained spies* Their spies were 
chosen Because of their familiarity with the country to 
which they were assigned* The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
usually sent their spies as attsehls* %% hut some ©f these 
spies reported to Mapoleom as well as to Talleyrand.^
Napoleon usually preferred military spies to dlplo* 
matic ©nes*^ His military spies worked under the direction 
of Jean Bsiidrieuy* the chief of the military secret Bureau*^ 5 
Landrieur* forces handled the task of spying' .in the terrt* 
tories of the growing Empire* ^  directed the spies
within the French and enemy armies* handrieus* spies reported 
m  the activities of conquered territories*^ These spies
20Fouche, amtoto 1‘ 233* 21XMi-
22Jean Savant, Lea Eaplona, 128.
23im&, . 131. zhbX&.. 133. 25|Md., 19*
Fouche’a secret police maintained spies in the French 
provinces, -too.
2?savant. les Espions. 19-20.
Hired within the territory to which they were assigned* and 
returned their reports via courier, much as the diplomatio
spies did*
Napoleon, gathered spies from numerous sources* He em«* 
ployed Individuals whom he had cause to know personally,2** 
he' employed some individuals who. offered to spy for him, 29 
his established spies recruited other prospects on occasion.30 
and Bonaparte also appealed to his officials for recommends.-* 
tloas of trustworthy spies.31 Napoleon paid his personal 
spies according to the reliability of the information which 
they gavebo him*?2 fhe more reliable a spy proved himself 
to be# the more monetary reward he received *33 Although 
Napoleon maintained his own spy system, he relied most heavily 
upon 'the secret ■police directed through the .Ministry of Police*
Under Fouche* s direction* the police kept the ministers 
mder-'-siirveiilance and reported upon their undertakings. In 
addition to the police spies# Fouche employed personal spies to 
insure his own security.3^ He sometimes employed the prefects
 ...  in n.i.i'.n'u ji^|i,'iM.eiwi^e*^ if^»iei*:#i‘,'iiie|Mffl*aidwwjMie!**w^^
Wihld... 126. 29Ibld. 30Ibid.. 80.
31xbid.. 126, 32Xbld.. 125* 33Ibtd.t %29-
3^ p*att» She Empire and the Glory. 101,
Fouche pall his eel,Slo ** 2,000 francs monthly#
the amount depending upon the reliability of the information 
they returned to him* Fouche, Memoirs*. I# 233*
In m m  cases there was a' set rate scale for Informs^  
tion. For example* an individual tendering valid inform** 
tion concerning a hunted loyalist or conspirator received 
100 frames* Ferssell* Fouche* 153*
as spies* also* 'Hi# ability to m m M A  candidates to# 
the position of prefect enabled him to suggest am individual 
who would be willing to comply with his benefactor*'# desires 
in reporting upon happenings within his prefecture.
■Els utilisation of the secret police as espionage 
agent# began -with Ms assumption, of the title of Minister of 
Police* When he took office he proceeded to rid the minis* 
Myial secret polio# of many of the spies who were known to 
the criminal element* A# a part of this ,ci#sm*up* h# die* 
missed the prostitutes who had been spying for the Mreo* 
tory in return for freedom from prosecution*^ ? He explained, 
his actions as an attempt to give the general police a more 
favorable, image# and 11. . .to give to the scrutinising eye 
of the police the direction of observation only*, not of 
accusation* *36
3%cuchit iSilM# 1# xxxlii.
3%bM* * ill# 233* Poueh4fs protestation at this 
point invites disbelief , indeed*, he gives the lie to him** 
self* for he later writes f*. * • X had sallied spies of 
all ranks and order# ^etll levels of society * * * of both 
sere#.- * *■*
Pouch# publicly espoused Ms cl#sn**up within the buy* 
mm in a letter to the- Central Bureau, of Wmim {later the 
Prefecture of furls) which appeared in the Monlteur.
Fouche congratulated the Central Bureau on arreStlng pres** 
titutes and stipulated that magistrates should not use the 
prostitute# a# agents because of the bad, effect they had. 
MoMtemr* 17 Frlmaire Year VIII {§ December 1799)* XXI* #77* 
3W.
Fouche1# action was probably calculated to create a 
favorable impression of his Ministry* while at the same time 
he managed to rid himself of the known Directory police spies 
'Whoa he could then replace with individuals of his own chocs**
In addlttom to replacing the 1 mm valuable member# of 
the secret police*3? Fouche set about obtaining more juris* 
diction, for this branch*- By- tbe decree of 26 Brumaire fear 
VIII {17 November 1799)# the Police Minister had secured the 
right to determine where persons should be detained* This 
decree -also provided that Individuals listed as potential 
or probable enemies of the State forfeited their right to 
property until they were cleared of charges*^ ® He reported 
to the Council of State# however.#' that he needed greater 
latitude to protect, adequately, the security of the State# 
and the person of Napoleon* As a result# the Council de~ 
elded to grant to the Minister' of Police the right to- decide 
which individuals might be injurious to the state and place 
them under surveillance.39 *mm resultant senatus consultum 
Justified the extension of the right to maintain surveillance 
of individuals outside the bomdarI.es of Prance as a measure 
necessary. be 1 * * * conserve the aoneCitutlom. Fouche 
had already secured the right to maintain surveillance over
■: ^ F^ouchl gained furrier support by requiring that the 
secret police had to have- an order signed by a prefect- before 
they could make an arrest* This halted a number of abuse#.*
Be also replaced 300 secret police in Paris alone* Pratt#
Hie wm&m Mi& sa«g> w *
■ 3%noheg*. Bistoir# Parlementaiye# xxxvxxt, 273^ 7^ * 
Fouche is report a^ng" f or thl s right' appear s in the Monlteur* 
3 Miv6s© Year VIII (2c December 1799)* xxi, #93* 368.
"39Buch#g# Histoire Parlementalre. 11 Mvdse Year IX
(1 lamary I801) , 'xxxviii * 37& 7C '
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Individuals wltbln France by the provisions ofna consular 
deoree of * Frlmaire fear VIII (25 November 1799).41 Al~ 
though fouehl had extended his secret police to encompass
virtually dl.phases of French life* during his second Min*-
istry be continued to expand his intelligence system.
During this period he increased the number of Individual
spies* and' Intentionally fostered the belief that his spies
heard everything* Be considered the demoralising effect
which such oppressive control .might have as a necessary
evil to prevent a greater evils
Such a belief * no doubt* tended to general, corrupt 
Cion and debasementi but, on the-, other hand* what 
evils* what wretchedness, what tears has It pre» 
vented?^
l*wretchedness«' and 11 evils** which the secret police pro** 
vented would have been to the detriment of the Napoleonic 
regime* rather the® to that of the people as a whole*
Pierre^ Mari© Bes&er««t* head of the secret police* 
directed the members of that unit in accordance with Fouehl*® 
orders* Besmareet tendered a daily, report* based on the 
reports of his secret police* to Fouche* fhis report, eor** 
rected* edited* and summerised* formed the basis of the 
Ministers report to Napoleon* fouchi used hi® daily access 
to Napoleon for his own benefit, as the audience presented
^IMd *« Moniteur, 7 Primal re Year VIII (28 Nov**
ember 179W* XXI, #67* Mai Nonit^r* 10 Nlvdse Year VIII (31 
December 1799), XXI, #100, 3f7*
^%euebe* Memoirs* I* 236. 
fy^ Ibld*.
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hiii with m  excellent opportunity to protoot himself from 
charges levied against him.^
-the secret police extended their activities to more 
than surveillance of individuals who threatened the security 
of the regime* true* they watched the loyalists,: and Fouche 
employed loyalists who reported upon the activities of their 
fellows* ^  hut a large portion of secret police activity 
tools the form of policing the attitudes of the people# and 
the media which reached them*
Censorship during the Napoleonic regime reached into 
all aspects of public communication. Widespread regulation 
of communication media followed the trend established by 
eighteenth century French governments* but Napoleon broadened 
control to a far greater extent than''had previously been the 
case* Baring the involution# and under the Directory# li­
berty of the press depended upon the particular attitude 
of the government at a given time* In 1793 the liberty of 
the press did not exl st * ^  while in accordance with the
^Forseell* Fouche. 151-53*
Napoleon received" four police reports daily* He re­
ceived Fouche*s report* the report from the prefect of Paris# 
the gendarmerie report# and the report from the military 
police of" the palace* Fouche, Memoirs.* 1* 139*
^%omehl* Memoirs. I# 65# Foresail# Fouche, 162-63#
I67* See Ernest dfHauterive» Mouehards et 'Pollcl-era (2nd 
ad* 1 Pari as Oallimard* 193.6L 1^ 3*^ i* for It Si5| of the 
recruitment and subsequent life of a loyalist spy -under 
Napoleon*?! rule*
^aodechot# Les Institutions. 2t?j llano* Napoleon lf£*
29*
Declaration of 1?95» liberty of opinion* in its broadest 
sense* existed at the beginning of the Directory*s adminis­
tration*^ ? During the duration of Directory control* how­
ever*. censorship once more became evident* A law of 22 
Fruciidor fear ¥ (29 august 17975 provided for the deporta­
tion of individuals connected with forty-two French newspa­
pers*^ And* by laws of If Fructidor tear V (5 September 
17975* "hnd f Fructidor lear VI (26 August 1798), the Dir­
ectory placed the inspection of all publications under the 
Jurisdiction of the police.^ 9 An additional eleven papers 
suffered suppression on 17 Pructidor fear VII (3 September 
1799)50 after Joseph Fouche assumed the title of Police 
Minister* Fouchl^ s appointment as Police Minister furthered 
the progress of censorship* for* he believed «* * * that 
public newspapers ought to give unqualified support to 
those in power1 51 due to the damage a publisher could cause 
to the government in power by voicing a single criticism 
directed .■against it*. Fouche wished to extend censorship to 
Include censoring material prior to publication to prevent 
anti-governmental articles from reaching the public.^2
^Godeehot* leg institutions* %26*
^8Blanc. Mpglesm XS* 29-
^Ibld. 5°IJbld.
51 Fora sell, Fouche* 115*
52in&-
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Hapolecm shared the views of hie Police Minister in
relation to regulation of the press, in hie opinion*
The character of the French nation* . * . /required? 
that the liberty of the press should be restricted 
in the case of works of a certain size? and the 
newspapers met be subjected to the rigid surveil­
lance of the police*33
During the course of the Hapoleonic regime* Fouche ant Ha*
paleon remained devoted to their pr e viou sly- s t a ted views.
Immediately after the establishment of the consulate* Fouchl
suppressed sixty of the seventy^ three Farlsian newspapers. 5^
A decree of 2? Nivdse Year VIXI C17 January 1800) whith^-—
allowed Fouche to suppress these newspapers also provided
the basis for the regulation of the press throughout the
remainder of the Consulate and Empire. 55 The decree limited
the creation of new newspapers and restricted the publican
tion of all periodicals to those acceptable to the police.56
The restrictions placed upon the French papers forced 
some of them out of business during 1800.5? The Monlteur 
had been designated as the official governmental news*
saaaicB: M  SsmaU* 307.
^Fournier. Napoleon. I. 282s Holtman. Propaganda.
fcWi-5, ' R  '
^Anderson, Documents. 282-83; Blanc, Napoleon |®£,
30l Monlteur. 29 Nlvfise Year VIII (19 January lSoo), XXI, 
#119* 7^2; Haufcerive, Police. 156.
MSSMm* *5*
57ibld.t Henri Welsohinger, La Censure Sous 1® Premier 
Empire (Paris; Charavay Freres, lS82), 13-14. Hereafier 
cited as Welsohinger, £a Censures Thompson* Napoleon. 21?.
10%
paper-^  and other papers were expected to follow the politi­
cal# editorial views of the Monlteur* In 1800 the number of 
subscribers to political Journals decreased .from 50,000 to 
35# 000* In. contrast#. the govermentally encouraged non- 
political newspapers Increased In number sued in subscriber s.59 
By the end of 1800# only nine political papers remained in
Baris*^ 8
In September of 1805# Napoleon restricted the publica­
tion of books and plays by requiring that any bookseller 
submit a work to a revisions committee to obtain their 
acceptance of it before offering it for sale* ^3* French
offered no violent objection to. measures of this nature be** 
cause they desired#, above all else# peace at- home# 'End they 
disliked Journalists who attempted to stir up difficulties*^
less than a year later# on 28 Florlal Xear XII (IS May 
180%), the senatus consul turn which established the Empire 
provided for a seven .man commission to guarantee the liberty 
of the press*., this- commission# whose members were to be
5%apoleon, Corre anondenee. Napoleon to Fouche#. 6 
Mivdse Xear nxt (lFliilBirl799)* VI* #%%69* 60$ Holtman# 
Propaganda, 59$. feompsom# Hanoi eon, 218*
5?fhomp,son.# Napoleon* 218* fee non-political papers 
increased from 22 W3i#and from %*000 to 7* ooo subscribers*
6oIbld.
^Fwamiear* Haooleon. I, 282.
Holtman says that e^ isorship prior to publication 
was first established by Fouche in May of 1005* Holtman*
%^owr**Isr# Napoleon* 1* 282.
named by the Senate, received complaints of authors* said 
publishers concerning actions which deprived them of sales 
or of their works* The committee, after debating, rendered 
a decisiomi ■ if the decision favored the plaintiff# Fouche
committee ■ rendered very few decisions in favor of the pub­
lishers and authors* For the most part# the Senate commit­
tee represented a gesture to lull the few dissatisfied 
French# ‘and was largely ignored by those involved in sen-
Napoleon established his censorship 'by several methods* 
The Minister of Police, supplied him with information con-
viewed hooks and made his recommendation regarding them to 
the minister of Police who decided upon the fate of the
their publications to the police*^ Napoleon issued warn* 
ings, and replaced editors# through the Minister of Police*^ 
Those individuals who disregarded Napoleon’s warnings: either
^Baehem» Eistolre Pari e&entaire *' 28 Floreal Tear III 
(18 Kay 1804)# IIXII* is&ygi"^  giSrSuT%3t Hauberive# Police* 
1ST*
Thompson. MapoXeon. 219. 65l£M*. 219-
f the censure of books and 
newspapers# see Welschinger, j^a .censure* 80-208*
had to-.reverse his Suppression.^ Needless to say, the
sorshlp activities *
earnl&g recalcitrant editors* the Prefect of Police re*
works,^ and the publishers also submitted two copies of
6%oltman
suffered ban!shmemt, removal from their office, of lost the 
right to publish their paper a g a i n
As Napoleon insured the continuity of hi® government 
%  the establishment of the Empire, he desired the Increase 
of pres® ©ensure* napoleon reprimanded Fouche, in IB04, 
for failing to establish rigorous censorship Immediately 
after: hie re^#polntmmt«.^ in an effort to gain more com- 
plate Control over the newspapers In France, the government, 
in 1805, took ever one-sixth to one-fourth of the item* 
paper®*, property.#^  in 1806 Napoleon forced the clerical 
newspaper® to combine because the Individual paper® had 
presented dissimilar opinions* the Cardinal-archbishop of 
Parle appointed the editor® of the combination paper, the 
Journal des Cures* a n d  Napoleon was bothered no longer by 
unsettled curial opinions* By 1806 the paper® of France 
published * * * under drastic censorship.11?^
Reports of arrests of printer® and the suppression of 
newspapers appeared in the Hontteur*?^  Publicity may have 
been given to incidents of this nature in the hope that
. W ill i   ji m <w i i«w w » * w w w * * —
N a p o l e o n * 2 1 9 *  7 % c u c h l ,  M e m o i r s # I-,. -248..
^^ Holtman, Propaganda* 56 ♦ It is not- at all clear frOm 
available sources what determinant was used to arrive at the 
amount of property to be seised*.
?%homp®on, Hanoi eon* 218} welschinger, Censure* 
99-100.
?3Fraser, HapolQon the gaoler* 33* *
?%onlteur* $ Frimaire fear VIII (23 November 1799)# 
XXX* #627wW T T 9  Frimaire year Vi.il <10 Beeember 1799), xxi.
l§ 7
knowledge of the ccns©<psnocs might ***** as a deterrent to 
others* Appeals of individuals charged with violations* 
the verdict, and ensuing sentence by the correctional police 
tribunal, also appeared In the official newspaper*?5
> Ihariag his weekly conferences with the editors of 
Paris'■•Journals*?® Fouche outlined the acceptable topics for 
publication*^ fhe newspapers avoided any critical comment 
eonoeming the army, allies* social attitudes, or the issue 
of popular sovereignty. Various other items appeared only 
if the item had first appeared in the Honlteur* Napoleon 
watched articles concerning loyalists, military operations, 
and religion*?®
fha issue of religion occupied Napoleon1 s attention, on 
several, occasions* He .directed his Police Minister to over* 
see all regulation of religion# including the prevention 
of any article regarding sermons or ministers or related, 
topics*®® He also opposed any mention or reprinting of 
articles originating in England, particularly those which
79Monlteur. 23 »I*6ae Xear VIII (13 January 1800)* 
XXX, #113, W7«*8j Napoleon, Correspondenoa. Napoleon, to 
Fouohe, k Brumalre Xear IX (26 Oefcober i800). VI, #51*3, 
611*12.
®°Napoleon. Correspondence. Napoleon to Fouohe, 18 
Thermldor Year IX (6 August 1801), VII, #5672. 272.
"%toia., 1* vendteaire leav VIII (7 October 1799),
might 11 * • *, cause Inquietude of eommercej . . In
aecordanee with a directive to this effect* Fouohe halted 
the circulation of foreign Journals in France,®^ Foreign
* * i
newspapere*: especially English ones, were routed to the
Ministry of felloe where the Minister used them to deter*.
mine what news Items should be refuted by the French press,
and he also used them to keep abreast of foreign attitudes*®^
Nevertheless# Napoleon deluged Fouohe with complaints con~
earning■ articles printed by French newspapers* in 1810 he
stated that he was
*. ♦ * positively fed up with it* • . * The writers 
must ini publish any news relative to the matters 
which I have settled* or from foreign journals* or 
from foreign correspondence *5 *
Regarding military affairs* French journals received 
notification that they could print nothing concerning the 
movement of French troops unless the item first appeared in 
the Moniteur*®® The items which the newspapers printed
81Monlteur. 18 Pluvlfiee Year VIII (? February 1800). 
XXI, #138, 5^8-49s Napoleon, Correspondence. Napoleon to 
Foueht, 2 Therraldor Year IX (aiJuiylSOl)^ VI, #561*6, 25**.
8%ap©leon, Correspondence. Napoleon to Fouohl, 25 
Thermidor Year X (liAiigusi 1802), VII, #62**6, ?lA.
8ifFouche, Memoirs. I, *1,'233.
85r,esoeatre, hettrea. Napoleon to Fouchl, 12 Mareh 
1810, II, #592, 18.
®%apole©n. Correspondence. Napoleon to Fouche, 26 
Plurlftse Year VI1I (15 February 1800). VI, #6505. 168# Pratt, 
The Empire and the Glory. 128-291 Thompson, Napoleon. 217#
S. J. Watson, By Command of the Emperor (London! ifee Bodley 
Head, 1957), 1X0."" 'Hereafter'^ cited as Watson, B^r Command.
0ttm preitebed MMftfUy edited. vcreiome of tee event fsv»
oring French action,**?
In 3mm9 1809 * Hapoleon forbade the newspapers bo 
print' any t e f e i m a t i o n ' t h e  iaenanoe of licensee 
for vessels*^ Fouche'f ailed in his attempt to heap the 
news of the licensing from the papers* partially because 
other Ministries neglected to maintain the requisite secrecy ***9
■Mapoltem* in established by decree the office
of ■ the ©ifeeter^e&erai of Printing and the library * to 
this office* under tee direction of-y* M. portal i s, he gave 
responsibility for supervision of the press* However, Fouche 
still, retained tee right to .seise any seditious work through 
his special bureau, for press, theater, and. printing*?© He 
ml so controlled the Imperial, censors which were established 
by the sane decree*?1 this decree-, which ostensibly took 
censorship away from, the police,, provided teat tee Director 
General of printing should report weekly bo tee Minister
_  _  87Fo«rnler. X* *W * Frafcfc* Ig fe *  SM
Sssssa* 374-75.
8®Prank E. Melvin, Nanoleon'a Navigation Systema A
| I m k  M s p a s  gaaigft is iis s j m  a ^ iM e a  ■paaB PtA fo1*York: j5* Appleton. and Go,, 1919)#9&*Hereafter cited as
Melvin,; H&rliatlom*
gip "lictese® were, issued to vessels, and allowed them 
to carry on'trade tereugh the blockade*' It was, in effect#, 
licensed ssjuigigi irtg'*
©^Thompson, Hanoi eon, 218-19; Meleho ir-Bonne t, s&vary,
IS?*
9lMelcholr^ Honnet# Smv&rv, 15?§ Herbert Collins,
Talma: A Biography of i» M w ?  (Hew York* Hill and Wang,
IjfiSciv 1?>3* Hereafter cited as Collins, Talma.
of Interior concerning books and articles examined by his 
staff.92
Fouche*® Ministry participated in the censorship of 
the theaters, a l s o ; 3^ The censorship of the theater related 
to the Ministry of the Interior*?*1’ but the Minister of Police 
shared responsibility for enforcing the M. . * necessary 
measures..*95 The two Ministers also shared responsibility 
for watching ever the behavior of theater personnel.96
Napoleon was interested in the theater because the 
French people liked to attend a theater.?? He used the 
theaters* and tee audience reaction* as a gauge of public 
opinion,?® He was forced to regulate the theaters* to some 
degree, by the poor circumstances in which the theaters 
operated, Regulation of the theaters was necessary because 
of the particular situation which developed after the Revolu­
tion* The unrest and unsettled conditions of the Revolution 
put many theaters out of business, and the restoration of 
order by Napoleon occasioned tee return of so many theaters 
that numbers of them went bankrupt as a result of tee com-
92HoItraan, Propaganda. ?8. ?^Hadeiin.IlFouohe. I, t58.
?**Ward, Napoleon. %$$ Holtman* Fropa&amda, 1^ 8.
■ ?%s.peleem* Gorresnondence. Napoleon to Fouche* 15 ter­
minal Year VIII < 5 l^ ril iMoi; VI * #b?Q7* 267-68.
96lqzW.. jgpsCgwa la .Sasasn* 323-24.
For a ^detailed treatment of censure of theaters* see 
Welsohinger, JLa Censure. 208-68.
??Holtman, P r o p a g a n d a , 1^5,
?%rabt* The Empire and the Glory. 26.
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petition.99 Napoleon sought to remedy the situation toy 
limiting Che number of theaters and by limiting the type of 
performance a given theater might pro sent* The government 
also required provincial companies and actor caravans to 
have licenses*100 and kept track of their movements in that 
manner *
In jume of 1006 Bonaparte retracted much of the 
earlier legislation by removing the restriction on the num­
ber of theaters, and by lessening limitations levied on 
specific theaters*101 However* a decree of duly of the 
succeeding year once again drastically reduced the number of 
theaters in P a r i s
Napoleon insisted upon regulating the type of plays 
presented by the theaters* No new play might be presented 
without the approval of the Minister of Police.103 The 
governmental censors often rewrote sections of plays they 
read with the intention of flattering Napoleon,10*' for he 
expected the theaters to glorify him and his reign.105 The
"tozere, $gjjfl«ga M  Council. 320. 
lOOltold., 323j Welsohinger, La Censure. 211-12.
101Lo2ere, Napoleon In Council. 324.
^0%oltman, Propaganda. 147-48.
3-°3Lozere, Napoleon In Council. 323« Welsohinger, La 
Censure, 211-12,.....
10t*Collin8, Talma. 163.
i0%oltman. Propaganda. 145-46 , 219.
Special subsidies were given for governmental!y ae~ 
eepted plays*
112
police also utilized the theaters for the purpose of reading 
favorable bulletins, usually battle results* extolling the 
virtues of the Emperor.The government under Napoleon 
continued the policy of the Directory by encouraging atten­
dance at the theaters by printing long* usually favorable# 
reviews of presentations*^ ®? Flays which did not elicit 
favorable reactions among the spectators* or which fostered 
undesirable sentiments among them, lasted only until the 
the Folice Minister issued the order for their suppression*^ *®®
tee censorship mechanism proved useful to Napoleon 
because he could utilize the state-ccmtroll ed news media to 
Issue propaganda* He depended upon his news media to in­
spire the people with confidence in his undertakings* During 
the war years of the Empire* the police press Issued pam­
phlets and a r t i c l e s  favorably comparing tee French internal 
conditions with those of E n g l a n d ,  3 * and with conditions in 
France prior to his rule.ii0 This propaganda was intended
106Ibld.. 19-22, 90-9^. 155*
file first such bulletin was read after the Battle of 
MarengO in 1800. News of defeats was suppressed.
107Monlteur* 19 Brumaire Year VIII (10 November 1799) # 
XXI# M  Brumaire. lear VIII (13 November 1799). XXI.
#52* 208 j Hauterlve. Folice. 216-17.
i0®Forssell. Fouche. 155-56* Fouche was instructed 
to suppress my plays which made reference to unfortunate 
monarchs, or to the sad state of tee Bourbons# or to *. # . 
painful memories of the Revolution*rt
Thompson, Napoleon. 220*
109Holtman. Propaganda. 29.
110Robert B. Uew&t, The nintoaao. of Napoleon (London: 
Edward Arnold and Co., 192*), l46. Hereafter citedas Mowat, 
Diplomacy: Welsohinger, Censure. 111.
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to counteract the war weariness of the French. Such police- 
directed writings appeared in the Monlteur and in pamphlets 
explaining governmental policy and justifying French action*131 
The Emperor also wbllieed the press to raise public morale 
and to influence public opinions against the enemies of the 
country ,11^  He depended upon Fouche to obtain support from 
the papers for particularly important Napoleonic undertakings, 
such as the imperial divorce.313 Bie effectiveness of the 
governmental actions differed with the particular item pub* 
licized. The French soon learned not to put much faith in 
articles which appeared in the Honlteur.H^
Police censorship extended beyond the public media*
The police -actually attempted to influence the conversations 
and meetings in public places. H5 in controlling conversa­
tions or gathering information# the censorship evidenced 
remarkable success# due to the large number of spies preva­
lent among the French# The surveillance and censorship of 
the malls# tsar the Ministry of Police# represented an expected
^Heitmsn# Proi^ gatsda* 82*88f Fouche# Memoirs. I#. 2531 
Napoleon* Corre soondence» Napoleon to Fouche, 21 Thermidor 
fear IX (9 imguSt ilol), VII, #5681* 278; Lecestre# Lettres, 
Napoleon to Fouche# ;ib April 1810* II# #603# tk*
These ”propaganda leaflets” were distributed in areas 
subject to the Rapine# slae.
^%oltman# Irooa^ anda* 8# 18*11# 18.
ll^ Forssell# Fouohe. 193* 196; Fouche* Memoirs. I, 
tfd-77*
lii%oltman, Prooapranda. 286.
11^15#
ccr<&Isry to the extensive public censorship prcsentruridsr 
the Napoleonic r e g i m e . 33*6
■$toto.vshlp virtually identical to that present in 
Francs existed in the provinces and subject 'territories Of 
the 'Eapire#31*7 the Minister of the french police possessed 
responsibility for limiting news printed by provincial news* 
papers*^® ft|& provincial papers printed many articles 
directly fmm the Monltenr for they were required by law to 
limits, their coverage of any political item to the reproduc­
tion Of the article appearing in the Monlteur.139
amoral police actively In the provinces and subject 
areas of the Empire expanded. In If Of and 1010* However* 
albhcugh to# general police had possessed the responsibility 
for guarding toe coasts and .harbors of France from the be­
ginning of Napoleon*.a reign# their jurisdiction was not ex­
tended to include the enforcement of the Continental Blockade. 
Pie secret police kept watch on the French holdings, depen­
dencies, tod other European, countries involved in toe block- 
ade.320 fouche1# police did enforce toe regulations control-
H ^onlfceur, 2. Brumaire year VIII (15 November 1799), 
XXI. #5.* Mo*
^ ^ H o l t m a n ,  P r o n a m n d a .  8 0 j  G U m ,  " B e a t t h a m a l  a . " 239 -ifO.
•^MelchoiivBonnet, Savary. 151»
13-%oltman, Propaganda. 6^-^ 7. 5©»52| Gum, "Beauhar-
a * l » , «  1 7 0 , 1 7 5 ,  2m ~ W f ^
■ 120Melvln, Navigation. lbO.
F o u o h e  n o t i f i e d  N a p o l e o n ,  i n  A u g u s t  o f  1 8 0 9 ,  o f  t h e  
R u s s i a n s *  f a i l u r e  t o  m a i n t a i n  t h e i r  a g r e e m e n t  t o  e n f o r c e  t h e  
b l o c k a d e .  '
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ling lb# From#h licensing system, fh# Misti star parti olpsbed 
in the formation of that system, and he extended the rights 
shotted, by' •those 11 tenses In m  effort be fit the system to 
the re<piremenis«^^ As head of the blockade enforcement
controlled the issuance Of passports, the 
M  persons end mails* surveillance of canals and 
trterusi^  and. the policing of licensed ships
to prevent them from violating their licenses.3-22
fhe Ministry of folic# .shared responsibility for the 
enforcement of the blockade with the Dlrector of Customs, 
the Ministries of Marine# Finance, and Foreign Eolations, and 
the director of General Posts.^ 2^  Ihe largest share of respond 
sihlllty .for enforcement fell to the police, however* Pouch# 
meed the /gendarmerie units at his disposal to guard the 
coasts, and he depended upon his secret police to search out 
those who smuggled contraband or violated their licenses 
other ways*^ 2^
111*12. 351.
the license issued to- each vessel, ms intended to pro* 
tact it from restrictions previously established by the police* 
customs and the navy. Mo licenses were issued prior to 1810. 
Melvin, ' 8?,
Fouche* s Influence and responsibilities increasedsub- 
stantlally,: -with regard to the blockade, during the time that 
he occupied the post of Minister of Interior# In addition t# 
his rtguiar Ministry <£uly 1809 to October l8Cp), Ibid,* 
Ward. S£E2l£22. 138.
l2%auterive, t, Police Secrete. Bulletintoi' 10 
:ill (1 March 1505). I* #978. .3W-15.
______________ ventise
fear XIXJ
Fouche used the licensed vessels for secret service a 
great deal., Melvin* navigation. 3$lm5%'
file tremendous scope of duties of tit# Ministry of 
Police demanded a wry substantial monetary outlay* fhe 
expenses of the Ministry far outdistanced the funds which 
war* aXloested for It in the official budget* Fouche ac­
quired the additional funds needed by collecting sums from 
gashing houses* prostitutes and passport fees* Under to# 
Empire tie extended the gambling provisions so that he could 
accummulate more money to pay for toe expanded police system, 
femehl anointed a superintendent^ generai of Gambling Mouses 
who paid the Folic# Minister a specified sum in return for 
his office
Expenses increased after the establishment of the 
©spire in Ifit* Previously*:, budget provisions for the 
police ranged, between X, 000,000 and 1*500,000.^ the salary 
of, to# Folic# Minister appeared as a separate division of 
the budget and was not subtracted from the ministerial
-^%ouchl* Memoirs* I* xxxiii,^  235* Foresail* Fouche*
15&*
:0ne of these smperint endenta-general paid Fouche 
1^ * §§3,338 frame# per year, plus 3 *#00 francs daily* for the 
office* 8* did not* even after paying this sum* have sole 
control.of the gambling interests* Fouche* Memoirs* I* 235*
' toe lear Vli {1793-99) to#' .police budget*■'•under ■
toe Directory* amounted to 1.530»GOO francs* and secret ex-
femditores totaled 9®i*34f francs* Madelin* Fouche* I, til- 
2* fhe expanded duties of the .police force after this time 
required more funds to support them* toe budgeted amount, 
however* remained, essentially toe same* Fouche provided'Ms 
mm operating funds* For example* at the time of Fouche1# 
dismissal in 1301* he submitted to Napoleon toe sum of 
1,200,000 francs which he bad in toe police treasury* This 
amount ^ presented virtually toe total yearly budget- alio to- 
ment for toe operation of to# police*- Fouohe* Memoirs. I, 
2§S.f ForsseXl* Fouehl* 137i suora*. 38, Footnote^.
for a llsting of polled budgets from 1806-18X1, sect 
Madelin* FomehlL 1* %8t*
f&lctmchC.3^  Although rapreacntMcii toe official budget* 
the Ministry of Polio# received a significantly smaller 
amount than any other Ministry# For example, the budget 
for 1S13 provided 1*588*038 franca for the Ministry of Fc- 
lice* toil# toe Ministry of Heligion received 15*800,000, 
the Mniatry of to# interior* 51*570*000, and to# Ministry 
of jnetic#* 22,508*308 fraiic#*^ ®^ In actuality* there 
were two budget# for to# police, toe regular budget* and toe 
secret budget.3-29
fh# Minister of Police appeared to have had special 
status, also-* in that h# alone did not have hie expenses 
regulated-stringently*, nor did he tender detailed accounts 
of expenses.3*30 Fouche probably reported upon toe expendi­
ture ■of-toe amount allotted to his Ministry by toe official 
budget, hut toe funds which he collected through police
*^By provision of a deer## of 19 Fluvidse x#ar XIII 
<8 February 1805)# to# Minister of Police received a salary 
of 338* 8#3 francs yearly* however* Fouche, following his 
re-appointm#nt .to lift* had received only 2&* 080 francs, he- 
cause he retained his senatorial salary. 1# probably also 
received addition^ , grants of income from Napoleon. - Melchoir- 
Bonnet, ismmz* 135*
128Bulletln des LolB, B. N. 183, #5352. 26 April 1816, 
Series *» SI, 36?fSf
An exceedingly conservative estimate of polio# expen­
ditures* given by foresail* placed them at 3^,008,000 francs 
yearly, Even tola amount places toe expenditures far in ex­
cess of toe amount provided by governmental funds.
m,
136f<0*> example, expense regulations for the Ministry 
of interior and the Ministry of Justice appear in the Bulletin 
des Lois. B. 8, 239, #215^. 11 Brumaire Year VIII (2 November 
and B. 8, 202, #2192, 2 Primal re Year VIII (23 November 
1799). Series 2, VII, 2-3, No such regulations appear for the 
Ministry of police.
activities temihed amatively free from goremmmt&l con­
trol. a public accounting of the exi^dibwres for many 
police activities would have proved to be embarrassing 'to 
the 'til# financial arrangement provided for the
folic# Mmisbfy eliminated the possibility of an official* 
imhlio accounting. -^ l
^^Alihough he was not refuired to ma&e a full* and 
public*:' accounting* Fouche did ma&e report# be Hapoleon 
mmmm&mg the secret expenditures* these reports were mot 
compete resumes of all his ministerial, expenditures* how* 
ever*. .
OHAPfiit fl 
OMEGA
Napoleon1 s complex and repressive system of censor** 
ship created problems for him* even though he benefited by 
the limitation of information aecesaiM© to the French *
Due to the very nature of the censorship program* the only 
iniividnala who had access to outside infowation occupied 
positions which largely removed them from the |urisdictlons 
of the polite wits assigned to watch for individuals 
acquiring or-dispensing disallowed Information* Two imdl- 
viduals* in particular* occupied positions which gave them 
ample opportunity to acquire unedited, truthful accounts 
of conditions outside of franco* These two indiviiuals* the 
Minister of foreign Eolations and the Minister of Police* 
lost their positions for conspiring against Napoleon*
During 1807, 1808* and 1809, Fouche disagreed more and 
more with Napoleon*# continued war policy# He feared for 
the future of the Empire .and resolved to do something be 
insure both the future of France and that of Joseph Fetiche.2* 
He entered Into a conspiracy with his old enemy, Talleyrand* 
to Insure the continuation of the Empire with peace* and
^Forssell, Fouche. 200-01.
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without H&poXeon* The two Ministers decided that Joachim 
ffwtiA' represented the wet able* timetable* and filing, 
m&dmmmw*® lafeleom discovered the conspiracy when hie
intercepted a letter from the conspirators 
to Mittraf>. He returned from spate te December ISOS* md 
confronted hie two Ministers with the evidence he had ao«* 
<pired*J a s  a reeolt of Napoleon* e wrath* Talleyrand lost 
his portlpitef. while Fonchi received a stern reprimand* 
Mspoiew conid not effort to dismiss Fomchl tm he was 
1 ♦ * * too wi&tutiHUi . * * and too dan^ eroms to be dismissed 
at a time when M m m p m m  complications might possibly agate 
necessitate 'the- imper#r*s absence from Barts* * *
Fouchl further irritated the suspicious Emperor when* 
in July ISO?* he initiated action which successfully de*. 
fended Antwerp from British attMfc* Alttough intelligence 
sports tet been received c^cernin# the prelected, attach* 
Napeieomte Ministers hesitated to ts&e action to resist it*
In. Mspeleemte absence* heeanse they feared .his anger at their
Napoleon* iJS*
^Thompson, Napoleon. 322.^0?! Mowat. Diplomacy. 223* 
Watson, Jg| Command.160.
^Fournier, Napoleon. II, f*»
Fouche managed the police system quite independently 
when Napoleon mas gone In 1805, 1806, 1007, 1808* and 1809.
Napoleon could depend upon Fouche to handle any crisis 
which occurred while he was outside France. For example, 
to 1809* when Napoleon was 'la Austria* France experienced a 
monetary crisis and the catholics began agitating against 
the "imperial tyranny." FomehS proceeded without mercy 
against the restive catholic element and encouraged the 
hankers, a s  managed to save the situation tor quick and de* 
oisive action# Forssell* Fouche. 176-77*
tottasitjr#' touch#* as Mintstar of Folic# and of Internal 
Affairs#^  called up toe Mutional Guard# of the departments 
to ftto#tall the 'British-. Pouch# eoapotmded Me crime by 
appointing Gener&l dean Bernadette* who was in disgrace for 
his part in a plot against Napoleon, commander of the forces,6 
Pespite. the. w&wom* of Mi venture* Fouche gained little 
thanks for hie efforts* Hapoleon charged that -Xou nay bake 
it to your head som- day * * * to raise ,an s»y .against as##?i * *
toe ^ sparer knew his Folic# Minister* for Fouche eventually 
lost hi# office due to m  intrigue against. M&potmn*
IMring toe remainder of ISO# and tote 1810 Fouche 
attempted to negotiate* personally# with England for peace* 
napoleon discovered Foutolfs attempt to secure peace with 
intato by uncovertog toe activities of Fouche ls agent.
Ouvrsrd*® Hapolcen arrested ouvrard and* 
after an tovestl^ etioii to collect evidence- of his Minister* s
%nyra« * 115# Footnote lit..
Molest hi# poet a# Minister of toe Interior because 
of Ms actlto regarding Antwerp# and also because Hapoieon 
suspected' him of otherwise using toe position to M s  personal 
bon#fit* ■ Melvin# Mavlisattoiie Hit fhompson# Hapoieon, 325.
Ward, Napoleon. 139* Fouchl,
Nemo Ire. I, xllv. ' '
fflua&gsa M  Sssssii. 96,
8Melvln,
258* Geoffrey ;
M l *  vol. xii 
Langer (20 vol0
188* Hereafter cited as Bruun, Europe.
* 161-62j Fouche,
Preach
WllllamL
1 New Yorks Others, 1938),
p e r f i d y , ^  h e  p r e s e n t e d  the e a s e  against F o u c h e  to the Connell 
o f  State f o r  t h e i r  opinion.. T h e  Council .agreed o n  the m a t *  
F o u c h 6 * s  guilt, h u t  also a g r e e d  t h a t  the o n l y  l o g ical
successor .for w a s  F o uche.1°  Sines this o b v i o u s l y
could n o t  b e  accomplished, the Council s u g gested t h a t  Fouche  
b e  g i v e n  the h o n o r a r y  t i t l e  o f  G o v e r n o r  o f  aome.11  A c c o r d ­
ingly, b y  decree O f  3 .dune 1®10*: Fou c h e  ©eased to b e  M i n i s t e r  
O f  the F r e n c h  polio©,
# • * *
The M i n i s t r y  o f  F o l i o ©  i n  Napoleonic F r a n c e  h e r e  the 
stamp of the m a n  Mho h e l p e d  establish it. Opponents of
£ f h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  w a s  under S a v o r y * s  direction.
Ke l c h o  i r - B o n n e t, Savary, 121.
l ° E v e n  T a l l e y r a n d  v o i c e d  h i s  co n c e r n  b y  saying "Without 
d o u b t  F o u c h e  h a s  d o n e  v e r y  wrong. £ f o r  a y  part w o u l d  give 
h i m  a  successor, b u t  o n l y  one*: i.e. Fouche himself." F o r -  
s s e l l , Fouche. iff* M e l c h o i r - E o n n e t , Savary. 122*
_____ _ Savary. 122*. B u l l e t i n  d e e  h o l s , B, N.
   3 d u n e  1810, Series 5, x l T T e l f .  '
W e h n  N a p o l e o n  d i s c o v e r e d  t h e  extent o f  Fouche* s treach­
e r y  (he h a d  also b e e n  l a  c orrespondence w i t h  M e t t e m i c h .  
Mowat. Diplomacy. J Q k ), h e  r e s c i n d e d  the a p p o i n t m e n t  to B o n e  
b y  d e c r e e  (B u l l e t i n  d e s  Lois, B. N. 296. #5600, 29 J u n e  181®, 
S e r i e s  a. xii, 5195 s a d  b a n i s h e d  F o u c h e  to Air. Foresail* 
Fouche. 208* Fournier, Napoleon. 1 1 . h o t.
l % r u u n »  Europe. 186* Hauterive, Felice. 1 9 .
Sava r y  succeeded Fouehd* Madellh. F o u c h g . X, 
M e l e h o i r - B o m e t ,
F#n#tt§ to lit# in 'moo&m
in Hay 183*3 to &e©p Him m t  of Frmm* H© appointed Fouehl
o f  t h e  I l l y r i a n  ftoirimoea i n  1 8 1 3 * (Ball©* 
des L o i s . B. N,  5 1 1*-. #9*32, 1 ?  J u l y  1813, S eri e s  i T x i x ,
W h e n  B o n a p a r t e  r e t a m e d  i n  1815, he  a p p o i n t e d  Fouche 
a s  M i n i s t e r  o f  p o l i e ©  o n c e  m o re, F o u c h e  also served the 
B o u r b o n  restoration, g o v e r n m e n t  in  that capacity.
Fouche provided an accurate description of both m s  man and 
his Institution. Talleyrand characterized. Fouche as ”, . . 
a m m  who must have a finger in everything that concerns 
him and, ©love all, .in what is no concern of hie,*^3 while 
a reactionary of the period characterized Fouche*s police 
as *«■■;* * an institution for the prevention of dangers to 
which the old revolutionary spirit might be exposed, ^as 
contrasted with the usual function of m e  police at7 • » * 
m  institution for the prevention of dangers to the state."!^ 
Foueh<§*8 police, although definitely interested in preserv­
ing revolutionary gains.,, actually concerned themselves to a 
greater extent with dangers to the State* ■ However, the 
Minister undeniably pieced the future of France, as well as 
M s  own, paramount to loyalty to his Emperor.
Despite his ultimate betrayal of his master, Fouche 
discharged'Ms duties as Minister of Felloe with such 
acumen mat he successfully guaranteed the internal tran­
quillity of France, The long arms of the French police 
stretched into every conceivable branch of French life and 
regulated it. The importance of the police to the solidarity 
of Napoleon*» regime cannot be overloohed. 'France existed 
as a virtual police state with police regulated news, thought, 
and movement. The Consulate, and later the Empire, was an 
", * . authoritarian regime, based upon the army and the
^Forssell, Fouche. It8.
police* * * •#** fee police intimidated and deterred
adults from anti^governmental actions and thoughts© ^  while
police otosorship and propaganda introduced into the 
Ohnyfe##-iu*d schools which trained the young undoubtedly 
eontrilmted to the establishment of an tf Imperial mind set« 
among: fee yotmg*^
fee-few individual# fee did register pretest against 
fee emtfeeive police. power either met wife Official toaeruta* 
fcliife*:■■&#'■ learned fee error of feelr war# fells languishing 
to a political prison, pretests such as those levied by 
fee Prefect of Insure against gendarme encroachments which 
* * gave by repressive justice fee atmosphere of a. purely 
military ■ regime* .#• * were few and far between* For fee
most part* fee average oitiaen remained largely 'unaware of 
fee breadth of polio# power* unless he violated a law* and 
with fee'French citizens, 11. .* © fee general polio# ..earned 
a character for Justice and j#eA*rablfe+*&$
■the polio#.* inider fee dir#otion*of doseph Fomoltl* 
represents fee most aufeorltativ# and repressive fore#
France had experienced * Hie totrotuotlon of fee secret polio# 
particularly contributed to this result* Fouche realised..
^odeehofc, Las *8?.
i^sioane, Napoleon. 11, 20?.
■^Holtman, Propaganda. 128-29, 137-38.
18A«lard. llaSlS £& Lesons. Iff.
19F<raohe, Memo Ira. 1,' xxxi.
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the possible result of M s  repressive police methods, but 
he regarded such vigilance as a necessary adjunct .to the 
efficient admin!etration of the realm* The police repre­
sented the product of a man with an organizational genius 
and a distrust for all except himself. Fouche *« * + crea­
ted the Ministry of Police,"20 to guarantee the security 
Of Napoleonic rule, hut he created it in accordance with 
his own beliefs.
■ Pouch# mas the genius behind the Napoleonic police 
and without him the police degenerated into a tyranny 
» *■.odious to Ml classes of society."21 In Napoleonic
1$ police sat nioessaire a 1*Empire, Fetich# eat 
necessaire a la police, * .*
2%adelln, Pouch#, I, tSf
6?.
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